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• 
Ja.n. 2 • 38 Phil •. 2 :L.C.12 M 
WORK OUT YOUR OWN SALVATION WITH 
FEAR AND TREMBLING. 
In this world man is exposed to all kinds of 
destruvtive agencies. And if he is indifferent and 
depend upon others he must become their viotem. 
Most dtstructive agencies yield to an indi-
vidual's efforts on his own behalf. And this is es-
pecially so where the mind and the spirit are con-
cerned. So in the words of our tex t we exhorted to 
work out our own salvation with fear and trembling. 
In the light of this exhortation we may con-
Gider to our profit the subject: 
MY NINTEEN' HUNDRED THIRTY EIGHT CHURCH 
PROGRAM 
As a church member we should feel that first 
of all we must be 6hristiag. We must be: 
INTELLIGENT MEMBERSi_GROWING MEMBERS; STUDIOUS MEM-
BERS; PRAYING MEMBE~ - LOYAL, LOVING, KIND, GENER-
ous, CHARITABLE. CONSiSTENT-ORDERLY . WORKING. PA-
TIENT, SUFFERIN~, SELFDENYING-SACRIFICING~ cboPER-
ATING. 
This program if properly observed will keep 
us busy day and ni ght throughout the year 1938. 
Let us under the direction of the Holy Spir-
it endeavor to do so • 
. • • • • • • .AfJIEN ••••••• 
__Matt._~2:41 1 42_ _y__ 
''/HI LE Trili 13MAttU1!9ES WERE GATHERED 
TOGETHER, JE?US ASKED THEM, SAYING, 
"JHAT THINK Y~ OF CHRIST? 
To every christian life this question of the 
Master is a key question. The answer to this ques-
tion determins our whole christian life. It also 
determins our attitude towards every other phase 
of life. 
The service we are willing to render; the 
sacrifice we are willing to make depend& upon the 
VALUE we place upon Christ. 
So our thought is MY VALUE OF CHRIST 
This is a matter that c~n not be attended 
to in mass. Each individual must attend to it for 
himself. 
-the 
Let us r.et~HlR~t.. that/\ VALUE of 
not flucuate~sAotner men and other 
VLAUE is stable and trustworthy. No 
fear to invest in him at any time. 
Christ does 
things. His 
one needs 
The VALUE of Christ is universal, it is the 
the same everywhere and at all times. 
May we each day show the VALUE we place up-
on Christ by what we do for him and his cause • 
• • • • • • • • • Aman ••••••••••• 
,. . 
I 
Jan. 9 1 38 Luke 15 :17 M --·----
\JHEN HE CAME TO HIMSELF 
Our thought is SEARCHING FOR OURSELVES. 
Most of us live a way from ourselves most 
of the time. And when we be gin to search for our-
selves we ngo almost everywhere else before we 
Jecide to go the right place. 
Most of us have lived away from ourselves 
so long tha t we have forgotten who we really are. 
Some times others discover us before we 
dis cover ourselves. And they know us better than 
we know ourselves. 
In order to find ourselves we must follow 
proper leadership, anct keep ever before us the 
proper description of ourselves. 
Then, if we would find ourselves we must 
keep ever in mind our Et ernal Dwelling Place. 
Let us remember, that in finding ourselves, 
we find PEACE, JOY and PLENTY • 
• • • • • • • • • Aiv'l:EN •••••••• • 
" 
• 
C 
Acts 5:1,2,3 
Mal. 3:10 
M 
A CERTAIN MAN NAMED ANANIAS, 
WITH SAPPHIRA HIS WIFE, SOLD 
A POSSESSION,AND KEPT BACK 
PART OF THE PRICE, HIS WIFE 
ALSO BE I NG PRIVY TO IT, AND 
BROUGHT A CERTAIN PART, AND 
LAID IT AT THE APOSTLES' 
FEET. BUT PETER SAID, ANANIAS, 
WHY HATH SATAN FILLED THINE 
HEART TO LIE TO THE HOLY GHOST, 
AND KEEP BACK PART OF THE PRICE 
OF THE LANID? BRING YE ALL THE 
THIES INTO THE STOREHOUSE, THAT 
THERE MAY BE MEAT, IN MINE 
HOUSE, AfID PROVE ME NOW HERE~ 
WITH, SAITH THE LORD OF HOSTS, 
IF I WILL NOT OPEN YOU THE WIN-
DOWS OF HEAVEN, AND POUR YOU 
OUT A BLESSING, THAT THERE 
SHALL NOT BE ROOM ENOUGH TO 
RECEIVE IT. 
In dealing with our fellowman and with 
God we are accustomed to account ourselves worthy 
and justified by what we give, and not by what we 
have left. We wish to talk about: 
SURPLUSES AND WHAT TO DO WITH THEM 
Most of us have SURPLUSES greater and 
richer than anything llff# we have invested or spent. 
And it is these SURPLUSES that enrich and bless 
the world. Only those who put to work their SUP-
PLUSES can do very much for the world. 
SURPLUSES never render their best service 
until they are entrusted to the expert. For he 
knows when, where, and how to invest. 
It takes all we have to open the windows 
of heaven. May we give it and receive our blessing 
that awaits us. • •••• AMEN ••••• 
• 
Jan. 16 '38 --- Rev. 3:io V 
BEHOLD, I STAND AT THE DOOR, 
AND KNOCK: IF ANY MAN HEAR MY 
VOICE, AND oPEN THE DOOR, I 
WILL COME~O HIM, AND WILL SUP 
WITH HIM, AND HE WITH ME. 
In the time of difficulty our real friends 
like to come in and help us. And there are those 
who appreciate their value and like to have them 
come in and g ive whatever help they are able to 
give. Some time s there are those who are so ac-
customed to coming in and helping us that they do 
not by word or knock signal their approach. They 
have a key or the door is left ajar for them. 
DOORS CLOSED AGAINST JESUS 
Never was there any benefactor or friend 
against whom so many doors have been closed thru 
tbe centuries and are still closed as the doors 
that are closed against Jesus. There are times 
when even those who profess to be his friends 
do not wish him to enter their homes or any of 
their affairs, and close all doors against him. 
The doors that are closed against Jesus 
are closed a gainst PEACE, POWER, PLENTY, PURITY, 
and PROGRESS. 
We can be sure always that these qualities 
will always close the doors against Jesus: IGNOR-
NCE, WICKEDNESS, DI SHONESTY, INJUSTICE and SELF-
ISHNESS. 
May we accept the teaching of the Holy 
Spirit so that we shall always be ready to open 
the doors to the Lord Jesus • 
• • • • • • • • • • A1/iEN ••••••••• • 
• 
Matt. 7:1, 20 V 
JUDGE NOT,THAT YE BE NOT JUDGED. 
V1HEREFORE BY THEIR FRUITS YE 
SHALL KNOW THEM. 
CRITICISM 
There are many forms of service that we 
are forbidden to enter, not because the service 
itself is not needed or should not be rendered, 
but because we are not qualified properly to ren-
der it. We are too na rrow, we are prejudiced or 
we are biased. 
If we only took time to lea rn the need and 
meaning of certain forms of service we would qual-
ify to render it. To criticize for most people 
means to find fault, to look for blunders to con-
d&'fDll• But when we learn the true meaning of cri-
t~sm we find that it is a very pleasant and help-
ful service. For it means to examine, to investi-
gate, to d iscover merit far more than it means to 
find fault and condemn. 
The people of God are under obligation to 
criticize, providing they follow the Master's 
rule, to be silent mos t of the time and use your 
~yes and watch. You do not need to go into a 
scientific analysis of a tree to find out what 
kind of fruit it bears. Ye shall know the tree 
by the fruit it bears, but not the fruit by the 
tree. 
Criticism to be most helpful must be sea-
soned mature. 1t takes time helpfully to critize. 
Spasmodic crittRm is always risky and dangerous. 
Our criticism should al ~ays be preceded 
by prayerful thought and observation 
May we be found always using constructive 
criticism. 
• • • • • • • • 'EN ••••••• • 
• 
. , 
I 
Feb.6 1 38 Ps. 26:5 M - -
THEY THl T SO '' IN TEARS SHALL REAP 
IN JOY. 
Not many of us know how to make the best 
use of our faculties. Hence much that we might ac-
complish goes all our life time undone. We do not 
grow, develope and become strong and efficient as 
we should be. 
us 
Few of seem to know and understand the mean-
in0 and value of tears. We treat them as the swine 
treat pearls. We use them only at funerals and at 
the point of discouragement, disappointmen and de-
feat. 
THE VALUE OF TEARS 
If we would keep well and strong the body 
must be kept free from poisonous refuse that accu-
lates therein. Even so there come times when the 
mind needs evacuation. And tears constitute a kind 
safty valve-an exhorst for the mind. Nothing seems 
to serve so well as tears to relieve the mind of 
grief and sorrow; and to express the joy that is 
pent up in the heart. 
We all have heard people say something like 
this, and possibly we have said it ourselves: Let 
me have a good cry then I shall feel better. 
There are many traits that belong specifi-
cally to our infancy and childhood, that to very 
great advantage we bring over into our mature life. 
Crying is such a trait. 
Honesty earnestness and sincerity always ac-
company valuable tears. And in order for tears to 
be valuable they must be patient and persistent. 
Tears speak a language that is understood 
and spoken by everybody. 
fail 
Tears express our limitations. 
Tears make known our desires when words 
us. 
Tears express appreciation aratitude 
tl k h ' 0 , 1an st at can be expressed in no other way. 
the 
and 
the 
our 
Some times the most valuable tears are 
ones that are never seen. They are invisible 
silent. 
our 
In joys and in our sorrows let us follow 
instructions found in God's Word as how to use 
tears. 
•••••••• Al"\AEN • •••••• 
Jan. 23 1 38 ------ II Oor.6:14 Gen. 1 :4r , M 
BE YE NOT UNEQUALLY YOKED TOGETH-
ER WITH UNBELIEVERS; FOR WHAT FEL-
LOWSHIP HATH RIGHTEOUSNESS WITH 
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS? AND WHAT COMMUNION 
HATH LIGHT ITH DARKNESS? AND GOD 
SAW THE LIGHTi THAT IT WAS GOOD: 
AND GOD DIVID~D THE LIGHT FROM THE 
DARKNESS. 
The human race and the forces of the world 
are to be found in two general divisions. In one 
division are to be found those who love LIGHT and 
dwell in the LIGHT; and the constructive forces 
that make life beautiful, appealing and worthwhile. 
In the other division are to be found those who 
love DARKNESS and dwell in DAHKNESS; and the forc-
es that corrupt, blight and destroy. 
Then these two general divisions have many 
s ubdi visions. So eath one who dwells in the LIGHT 
shows it in his own peculiar way. And the same is 
true wi t.h those who dwell in DARKNESS. 
The business of these two divisions is en-
tirely different: the business of one is to secrete , 
to hide; the business of the other is to illuminate, 
to reveal and make known. 
One of these divisions represents the bad, 
evil, unrighteousness; the other represents the 
good, the pure, the righteous. 
Those who love LIGHT seek it wherever it 
may be found. But those who love DARKNESS find it 
easily without much or any seeking at all. 
These two divisions have been established, 
and they do not mix, you can not blend them. 
You may dwell in either division so con-
tinuously that yo11 become a part of it. So you 
- :,._ L 
you spread DARKNESS or you may spread LIGHT. 
You must decide upon which shift you are 
going to work, whether on the on the LIGHT shift 
or on the NIGHT shift. Those on the NIGHT shift 
can not do what is required of those on the 
LIGHT shift. They live in a different kingdom 
and are governed by different laws. And therefore 
can not s ee and understand together. 
Let us above everthing else be sure that we 
are on the ri ght shift, in the right division, so 
that our work may be done with joy • 
• • • • • • • • AlvIEN ••••••• • 
• 
.. , 
Luke 22:61 V ----------
AND THE LORD TURNED, AND LOOKED 
UPON PETER. AND PETER REMEMBERED 
THE WORD OF THE LORD, HOW HE HAD 
SAIID UNTO HIM, BEFORE THE COCK 
CROW, THOU SHALT DENY ME THRICE. 
When we indulge in a cowardly act we do 
not mind some people witnessing our act. But noth-
ing is more penitrating and humiliating than to 
have those whom we love and in whom we believe wit-
ness our ignoble act. 
Many had gathered to witness the trial of 
Jesus before the High Priest . Theysaw Jesus and 
those who were supposed to be his followers and 
they knew them. They knew Peter and witnessed his 
disloyalty. Peter did no t ~ ·nd the beautiful maids 
and other distinguished characters that were in 
the crowd seeing what he was doing. With ease he 
could do it once twice three times. But when he 
saw Jesus looking upon him it was more than he 
could stand. And he went out and wept bitterly. 
Our whole life and schedule of our acts 
would be different if we were only conscious of 
the fact that our friend our greatest Friend is 
witnessing our depo rtment. 
Just a look from the right one brings 
to our memory promises that we have made and brok-
en and makes us repentant. 
Our Covenant from which we read and upon 
which we meditate each month if we could only see 
our Master before whom we have made it looking up-
on us, i -i; WduloC "1-1e:a Y\ $• YV\V, e..h ),1,\C.,~''2 t O 1,(6. 
May each of us be conscious of the fact 
that Jesus i s witnessing our every act whether it 
be noble or ignoble. 
Let us be true to our comrades and loyal 
To their principles ••.•.•• Amen •••••• 
. , 
I 
I 
'l 
I 
I 
Feb. 13 138 M --
NO i IF ANY MAN HA VE NOT THE 
SPIRIT OF CHRIST, HE IS NONE 
OF HIS. 
k 
No man can~a real comrade and coworker 
of another except he have the spisit of the one 
whose comrade and coworker he seeks to be •• 
So our task first of all in consider-
ing the thought of our text is to determine what 
the spirit of Christ is. The very best way to do 
this is to find out what he thought, what he said 
and what he did. 
Two pe·rsons may belong to the same race, 
live in the same community, indeed they may live 
on the same street, in the same block, in the 
same house, may attend the same school, may be in 
the same classes, may be exponents of the same 
religion, cay belong to the same organization, 
take part in the same services at the same time 
and in· the same place; and yet not be comrades 
and coworkers. And if the try to cooperate they 
are destructive and hurtful instead of being con-
structive and helpful. 
In this connection we must keep ever 
in mind the words of the Lord Jesus when he said, 
Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord 
s hall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he 
that doeth the will of my Father which is in hea-
ven. 
The spirit of Jesus made him eager to 
know himself and God•s will concerning him. 
The spirit of Jesus made him intelli-
gent concerning his duty to God and his duty to 
man. 
The spirit of Jesus made him studious. 
He studied the Book, people. He studied systems 
Re 1. • E · ' 1g1ous, conom1c-Industrial and Polit' 1 1ca • 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Feb_. ~O 1 38 Phil. 4:13 M 
IC N DO ALL THINGS THROUGH 
CHRIST WHICH STRENGTHENETH ME. 
Man has the faculty of veneering, orna-
menting and inflating in such a way as to make 
it difficult for you, simply upon casual observ-
vance, to know the real character of any one or 
any thing. 
Indeed one can not know himself by the 
use of such methods. He will be either stronger 
or weaker than he thinks himself to be. 
So in the service of the Lord no one is 
qualified to do what he ought to do until he has 
been prepared and strenghtened by the Lord Jesus. 
All other strength and preparation are inadequate. 
If you would work with and for Christ he 
must examine you and determine your rating. 
No field of endeavor offers a more diver-
sified program than that of the christian church. 
So when one becomes a member of the 
church he can be assured of having something in 
particular and many things incidently to do. 
Every one in the service of the Lord 
should merit the title ALL ROUND MAN, HANDY MAN, 
UTILITY MAN. AND what should be true of the man 
s hould also be true of the woman. 
·It would be well for every one of us when t 
we join the church to have a program of all the 
activities of the church and have it understood 
that we are to be interested in all and major in. 
the one or in those we like best, and feel · that 
we are best qualified to do. 
May ea ch of us like our Lord be interested 
in the entire church program. 
•••·•••·•Amen ••••••••• 
! 
I 
I 
I 
t I 
r 
(2) 
R~8:L.C.9 
Jesusvias Always obecITent to his Father 
and busy doing his will. 
Jesus was always sincere, never half-
hearted. 
Jesus was brave, courageous, always 
ready and willing to suffer for the truth. 
Jesus was always just and generous in 
his consideration of others. 
May we at any cost have the spirit of 
Jesus that we may be numbered among his own. 
•••••••••Amen •••••• 
' . 
l 
' 
I 
I 
Feb. 20 1 38 ------ ! Tim. 5:22 . Jude 21 V 
LAY HANDS SUDENTLY ON NO MAN, 
NEITHER BE PARTAKER OF OTHER 
MEN 1 8 : 1 '.!, ~;' T Y F P T 1 • 
YOURSELVES IN THE LOVE OF Gem, 
LOOKING FOR THE MERCY OF OUR 
LORD JESUS CHRIST UNTO ETERNAL 
LIFE. 
We like to think and speak of our position 
in Christ Jesus as citizens of a great kingdom. 
Every kingdom has t wo essential parts: CITIZENS 
and a KING. 
Every kingdom is divided up into certain 
convenient parts. In some countries these parts 
are called one thing and in other countries they 
are called something else, as colonies , protec-
torates, provinces and states. 
So we divide the kingdom of God up into 
provinces, and at this time we study together 
thePOROVINCE OF SELF I N THE KINGDOM OF GOD 
The efficency of any government depends up-
the efficency of the elements that enter into 
its make up. 
This rule holds good in the kingdom of God. 
The kingdom of God is peculiar in that it is a 
kingdom and a democracy at the same tim~. Each 
citizen in the kingdom of God is exhorted to 
work out his own salvation . And in our text we 
are exhorted to keep ourselves pure and in the 
love of God . 
Const&ntly we hear much clamoring about or-
ganization , and the efficiency of organization. 
But we do not hear enough about the individual 
and individual efficiency. 
To be of value each province must realize 
tha_t it is a part of the central government. 
Each province mus t know the program of _ the 
cent -al g6Vtrnment and .w0 k to carry it ou~. 
Each province must realize its own obliga-
tions and res~on~ibilitie s . 
May we a lways keep in mind what God has en-
trusted to each one of us and take care of it • 
• • • • • • • • • Amen ••••••••• 
. , 
I 
./ 
l 
I 
1, 
Feb. 28 1 38 Ps. 16:6 V 
THE LINES HAVE FALLEN UNTO ME IN 
PLEJ\SA1'T ACES; YES, I HAVE A 
GOODL HERITAGE. 
We have another scripture in the New Tes-
tament that tells us that we are heirs of God and 
joint heirs with Christ. 
To be an heir is a serious matter for any 
one, but it is more serious for some than for some 
others. For in matters material, secular we do not 
al ~ays inherit good things. Then some times we may 
inherit what justly, ri ghtly belongs to another; _ 
we inherit dissatifaction and trouble; we inherit 
heartache and sorrow. 
Our ancestors have much to do with our in-
heritance as to whether it shall be a boon, a joy 
or a burden. Some ancestors have nothing but trou-
ble, sorrow and pain to bequeath to their children. 
Our Father God has nothing but good to be-
queath. Our inheritance is a growing, an ever in-
creasing possession, and we are anxious to know 
how make t he most of it. 
MAKI NG THE MOST OF OUR INHERITANCE 
'hfe do not, we can not know the real value 
of our inheritance only a s the Holy Spirit makes 
it known to us. 
The Holy Spirit must teach us how to use 
our inheritance for the good of others, and not 
al one for our own good. 
God has so arranged it that we may misuse, 
but we can not squander that which comes to us as 
a s piritual inheritance from him. 
May we be ever cons@ious of the fact that 
God ha s made us heirs with his Son • 
• ·~ ••.•••••• Amen ••••••••••• 
• 
Mar. 6 '38 ---------
BUT I SAY UNTO YOU, LOVE YOUR 
ENEMIES, BLESS THEM THAT CURSE 
YOU,DO GOOD TO THEM THAT HATE 
YOU AND PRAY FOR THEM irRIOH 
DISPITEFULLY USE YOU, AND PERSE-
CUTE YOU. 
The human race has always been pestered 
with this unwelcome character, the ENEMY. 
HO' TO GET ID OF OUR ENEMIES 
For this evil, as for all other evils many 
r emed ies have ·bean suggested and recommen.ded. 
One says, Act in such a way that you will make 
your enemy think that you are his SUPERIOR or at 
least his equal. Get as many or more fighting ma-
chines than your enemy has. Another says, Ignor 
your enemy. Make him feel that he is not worth 
considering. A third says, Try to negotiate with 
your enemy. And still another says, Flatter your 
enemy; make him believe that you think he is all 
right. 
But the Master has a remedy with four in-
gredients that works perfectly every time. In 
our text he says, LOVE, BLESS, DO GOOD, and PRAY. 
I suppose all of us have tried all the oth-
er remedies, but we have not succeeded; we find 
ourselves surrounded by all kinds of enemies, 
and we find ourselves inimical to many. Thus all 
progress is hindered. 
Our enemies are not always our foes, nor 
c~e they always witho1t. Indeed we may be our 
own enemies. 
Let us r emember that we are surrounded by 
many enemies, and if we would prosper we must 
not lose sight of any of them • 
. • . • . . • • .. ~men •••••••• 
• 
f 
M 
THEN THEY CAME TO ZERUBBABEL, 
AND TO THE CHIEF OF THE FATH-
ERS, AND SAID UNTO THEM, LET 
US BUILD WITH YOU: BUT ZERUB-
BABEL, ND J ESHUA , ND THE 
REST OF THE CHIEF OF THE FATH-
ERS OF ISRAEL, #ff SAID UNTO 
THEM, Y~ HAVE NOTHING TO DO 
/TI TH US TO BUILD AN HOUSE UNTO 
OUR GOD. 
To be unequipped for any service that we 
may desire to render is a great handicap, and 
ma kes our efforts hard and difficult. 
'Ii thout being e ."'uipped we must always oc-
cupy an inferior place in the service that we 
endeavor to render. 
But we may be thoroughly e i uipped and still ' 
be dis~ualified to render the service that we may 
desire to render. Hence our subject: 
EQUIPPED FOR SERVICE BUT DISQU~LIFIED 
There are imagi nary dis ualification~ based 
upon a lack of intelligence and prejudice.' One 
may be dis~ualified to serve because of race or 
color, or he may be disqualified because he has 
not had certain de grees confered upon him. 
Then there are real disqualifications that 
are due to physical weakness, mental stagnation, 
or moral turpitude. 
Insincerity and dishonesty always dis qual-
ify one who may be otherwise e qui~ped to serve. 
One may be e uipped and quali f ied to 
s erve in many capacities, and still need speci-
al 1ualificat ion for the service of the Lord. 
• . • • • • • • men •••••••• 
• 
J 
I 
ar. 20 '38 ------ TWD V ---
BUT GOD FORBID THAT I SHOULD GLORY, 
SAVE IN THE GROS OF OUR LORD JES 
CHRIST, BY !HOM THE WORI.D IS CRUCI-
FIED TO ME, AND I UNTO THE WORLD. 
f-,-, s citizens of this great republic, we love 
read her history and to e lory in the accomplishments 
"or our great statesmen. 
There are many places in this country that 
hold a peculiar significance for us, as York Town, 
Mount Vernon, Harper's Ferry and Appomatox. 
But it is at Harper's Ferry where we linger 
l ongest, and from ,vhich we receive the greatest in-
spiration. For it was here John Brown gave hie life 
and sounded the death knell to a system that had held 
us in bondage. 
r'.nd of all the .::re a t and important places 
in Pal i s tine none is so important and si gnificant to 
us as Gol gotha, for here our Lord died and made it 
possible for St. Paul to write to the Galatians and 
say, Stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ hath 
made us free, and God forbid that I should glory save 
in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
And as John Brown humbled himself t o the 
l aws of the state of Virg inia, even unto death; even 
so our dear Lord humbled himself and became obedient 
unto dea th, even the death of the cross. 
It is not alone in the fact that John 
Brown d ied on the gallo1.vs that we .glori in Harper's 
Ferry. But that his dying on the%~im, at Harper's 
Ferry put in motion operations that made possible 
our liberty and the securing of our full rights as 
citizens of this great country 
nd so we glory in Golgotha, not alone 
because our Lo!d died on the cross there. But rather 
t ecause his dying on t he cross there has made it 
pos sible for all men to become reconciled to God 
and to become citizens in his kingdom. 
When we enter into t he benefits secured to 
us on the cross the old, corrupt, sinful world be-
cowes dead to us, and we become dead to the world. 
So in this way the cross means a new life 
to us. 
We glory in the cross because in it we find 
our LIFE, PSACE , and PO~ER . 
1J e glory in t he cross because it makes us 
MEEK, Hill. BLE and 8 JBMissive. 
We . lory in the cross because it causes old 
thin1s to pass away and all things to become new. 
Tu ay we all from the heart be able to sing: 
cross of Christ I ~lory towering ov•er the 
of time. ·na Jesus I my cross have taken 
follow hee 
I 
CHRI T, BY './HOM THE ORLD IS CRUCI-
FIED TO ME, AND I UNTO ThE WORLD. 
As citizens of this 0 reat republic, we love 
read her history and to c lory in the accomplishments 
'bf our great statesmen. 
There are many places in this country that 
hold a peculiar significance for us, as York Town, 
Mount Vernon, Harper's Ferry and Appomatox. 
But it is at Harper's Ferry where we linger 
longest, a nd from 'Jhich we receive the greatest in-
spiration. For it was here John Brown gave his life 
an sounded the death knell to a system that had held 
us in bondage. 
i-.nd of all the --=-reat and important places 
in Palistine none is so important and si gnificant to 
us as Golgotha, for here our Lord died and made it 
possible for St. Paul to write to the Galatians and 
say, Stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ hath 
made us free, and God forbid that I should glory save 
in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
And as John Brown humbled himself to the 
l aws of the state of Virg inia, even unto death; even 
so our dear Lord humbled himself and became obedient 
unto death, even the death of the cross. 
It is not alone in the fact that John 
Brown d ied on the gallows that we glord in Harper's 
Ferry. But that his dying on the%~-0t?'s at Harper's 
Ferry put in motion operations that made possible 
our liberty and the securing of our full rights as 
citizens of this great country 
And so we g lory in Gol otha, not alone 
because our Lo~d died on the cross there. But rather 
t e caus e his dying on the cross there has made it 
possible for all men to become reconciled to God 
and to become citizens in his kingdom. 
Vben we enter into t he benefits secured to 
us on the cross the old, corrupt, sinful world be-
co1nes dead to us, and we become dead to the world. 
So in this way the cross means a new life 
to us. 
We glory in the cross because in it we find 
our LIFE, PSACE, an PO';';"ER. 
~.l e ~lory in t he cross because it makes us 
MEEK , HUT'.~ BLE and S JB11f.Issive. 
Je glory in the cross because it causes old 
thin~s to pass away and all thing s to become new. 
In the 
wrecks 
all to 
May we all from the heart be able to sing: 
cross of Chri st I glory towerin ry ov•er the 
of time. ·nd Jesus I my cross h;ve taken 
leave and follow thee • 
• . . . . • . . • Amen ••••••••• 
C 
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l:JHEN HE VAS COME DOWN FROM THE 
11IOUNTAIN, GREAT MULTITUDES FOL-
LOWED HIM. • • • • • . • • THAT IT ~tIGHT 
BE FT.JLFILLED WHICH WAS SPOKEN BY 
ESAIAS THE PROPHET, SAYING, HIM-
SELF TOOK OlJR INFIRMITI ES, ND 
BARE OUR SICKNESSES. 
The mas s es of humanity hardly ever reach the 
mountain peeks of life. They seem destined to dwell 
in the valleyn. They do not enjoy inspiring scenes. 
Not often do they ge t encourag ing messages. 
Down in the val l ey you find all kinds of 
tro ubles: disease that a ttacks the body; gloom, 
doubt and fea r that effect the mind. 
Down in the valley you will find people who 
have t he LEPROSY, PALSY, FEVER, and those who are 
possessed by the Devil. They are waiting for those 
~ho like their Lord ha ve had a mountain top expe-
rience to come and cleanse them of their LEPROSY, 
cure their PALSY, ri d them of their FEVER, and to 
cast out the Devils that torment them.Can we quali-
fy, have we had the mountain top experience? 
~ay the opportunities and advantages that 
we ha ve had upon the mountains of privilege give us 
a spiritual magnetism that will cause great multi-
t udes of needy ones to follow us as they followed 
Jesus nearly 2000 years ago • 
• • • • • • • Amen ••••••• 
I 
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BUT SPEA THE ·ORD ONLY AND MY 
SERVANT SHALL BE HEALED. 
Of Jes us it wa s said,even by his enemies, 
Ne ver man peak li ke this man. He speaks as one hav-
in . authorty and not as t he scribes. 
WHEN J ES US SPEAKS 
All the forces of nature listen, and when 
Jesun spe a ks they obey. The winds cease to blow and 
the r aging sea keeps silent. 
When evil spirits hear his voice they 
shut their mouths and hold their peace. 
t hen Jesus speaks t he dead hear his voice 
and come out of t he ~rave. 
• In order to speak with power and authority 
one must be intelli gent, ha ve knowledge. 
In order to speak with authority one must 
be upri ght, honest a nd good. 
The ~re a te st words that Jesus has spoken to 
any one he has spo ken to us when he says, Thy sins 
be for given thee. 
!/hen Jesu s peaks our sorrows are all gone 
and our sadness i s no more. 
Let us li s ten and hear him speak,; for his 
voice is so sweet the birds hush their sing ing 
.••....•• Amen •••••••• 
• 
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FOR THE l.Vu\.N V S r1.BOVE FORTY 
YEARS OLD, 0 '1 HOM THIS MIRA-
6LB OF HEALING WAS SHEWED. 
Our text tells us about a man, who for 
more than forty years had been a burden on -so-
eiety. All his life time he had been taking out 
of the community chest, but had put nothing in-
.to it. In fact society had done nota,.i•M, to change 
his condition. They knew he was aJ~~, and 
seemed to be willing to have him remain so. In 
his afflicted condition he made it possible for 
those who had an abundance, and desired to make 
a donation to do so, and to satisfy their con-
science. 
JESUS AND THE nGED 
Most mature men and women, if they are 
afflicted, c onstitute a more difficult problem 
f or society and social a gencies than do those 
who are youthful. 
Society makes a place on the social junk 
heap for the dependent mature. But for the de-
pendent youth society makes a place in the col-
lege or training school 
It is the custom for society to make the 
dependent mature the recipients of the crumbs 
and fragments. But youth is provided a well bal-
anced bill of fare. 
Jesus has mad e ample abundant provision 
for the mature as he has for the youth. For in 
the mature as in t he y out h he sees great possi-
bilities. 
The mature has already ove r come many 
weaknesses with which youth is still contending. 
May we learn what attitude to sustain to 
the mature from the Lord Je s us • 
• • • • • • . . • Amen ••• .•••••• 
• 
Jno. 13:F.C.33 II 
LITTLE CHILDREN, YET A LITTLE 
NHILE I M WITH YOU. 
!ost, if not all, of th ose to whom Je-
sus addressed these words, likely had known him 
all hi s life. No doubt, they had seen him grow 
up. And it may be they had associated with him 
even before he be gan his public ministry, and be-
fore they had become his disciples. 
However it may have been, evidently they 
had been very slow to understand Jesus and his 
program. In these words he practically says to 
them, Hurry while I am with you and learn the 
truth I wish yo u to know, make good use of the 
opportunity that is yours, make hste and learn 
who I really am, le arn what my mission in the 
world is, learn how to suffer with me, learn how 
to watch and pray with me. 
One of our great weaknesses is found 
in the fact that we do not appreciate as we should 
our benefactors while they are with us. But when 
they are gone we mourn over our neglect and wish 
we had more fully appreciated them and made more 
use of them while they were with us. 
For most people the periods of commun-
ion and fellowship with the Lord Jesus are too 
long. But when we think of the value of the Mas-
ter's presence and all he has to reveal to us 
the time we accord him in which to do it is all 
too short. 
Our periods of communion and fellowship 
with the Lord Jesus are interrupted by so many 
things that we need to be reminded constantly 
t hat the time is very short. 
Let us make more of Jesus as he comes 
to us in the various a gencies that represemt him • 
• • • • • Amen ••••• 
,/ 
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JESUS SID UNTO HIM, THOU SHALT 
Lov: TEE LORD THY GOD WITH ALL 
TnY HE RT, AND WITH ALL THY 
SOUL, ND '} ITH ALL THY MIND. 
THIS I S THE FIRST Al'ID GREAT COM- . 
MANDMENT. AND THE SECOND IS 
LIKE UNTO IT, THOU SHALT LOVE 
THY NEIGHBOR AS THYSELF. 
Ne one was ever so resourceful, so qual-
ified to ask and answer questions as Jesus. In 
his first public appearance he was found among 
the lawyers and doctors in the temple at Jeru-
salem, asking and answering questions. 
During his earthly career all kinds of 
questions by all kinds of people were propound-
ed t o J e ~ s . 1t he was always more than an e-
q ual for · all of them. The words of our text is 
an answer that he gave to a lawyer who had ask-
ed him, which is the greatest commandment in the 
law? 
The key wore in his answer is LOVE. 
The person who has no houses, no land, no bank 
account, no stocks and bonds, no sure source of 
income is poor indeed. But he is nothalf so poor 
as the person who has no love for his fellowman. 
Love has come to us as a legacy from God, 
the world's greatest benefactor. This legacy has 
not come to us to be used just as we please. But 
it is to be administered a ccording to the will 
of the Legator. It is to be held in trust for 
t hose f or whom the Le gator has designated it. 
It is to be used upon our comrades and 
coworkers . 
It is to be us ed when dealing with our 
neighbors . Upon those who can help and upon the 
hel pless. 
It is to be used also when dealing wi th 
our enemies, those who hate us and dispitefully 
use us. 
I 
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It i s to be us a on all classes, the RICH and 
t he PO OR; the LI TERATE and t he ILL ~ - .,,.,?, 
It i s to be used upon a l l l!ACES and NATIONALI-
TIES. 
It is to be used upon those of all FAITHS and 
CRE EDS. 
In administering thi s le gacy each one 
mus t have his own technique, must use his ow 
way in expressing his love. One may be a foreign 
MISSIONARY, another may be a home MISSIONARY. 
One may look after the MATERIAL NEEDS of the 
community, another may care for the INTELLECTUAL 
NEEDS of his fellowmen, and still another may 
spend his time and ability helping the people 
SP IRI'I'UALLY. 
Let us reme mber, that when we carry out 
the rule that the Master g ives us here in this 
s cripture we will have PEACE, PURITY, and PROS-
PERITY in the home, church and state. And the 
will of God will be done on earth as it is in 
he aven. 
• •••••••• Amen .•••••• •. 
• 
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BUT IF \'/E WALK IN THE LIGHT t 
AS HE IS IN THE LIGHT, WE HAVE 
FELLOWSHIP ONE WITH ANOTHER, 
AND THE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST 
HIS SON CLEANSETH US FROM ALL 
SIN. 
Our text reminds us of several important 
natural scientific facts. Our text reminds us 
of the fact, that whether in the natural or in 
the spiritual life, LIGHT is a great cleansing 
power. 
Our text reminds us of the fact, tha t 
Li ght symbolizes intelligence, truth. We are also 
reminded by our text, tha t we get the most and 
the best out of life in fellowship. Hence our 
FRATERNITIES; CL UBS, LEAGUES, SCHOOLS, and CHS. 
The sacrificial death of Jesus, his at-
onement becomes effectual and is profitable on-
ly to those who 9 re in the light. You can not 
have fellowship in these wonderful blessings 
with those who insist on remaining in the dark. 
Let us realize tha t there is great val-
ue in christian fellowship, and may we seek it 
and take advantage of it always. 
THE VALUE OF CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
•••••••••• Amen •••••••••• 
" 
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AFTER THIS I BEHELD , AN:p, LO,A 
GRE~T MULTITUDE, WHICH N MJ\N 
COUID NUMBER, OF ALL NATIONS, 
AND KINDREDS, AND PEOPLE, ANlD 
TOUNGS, s·roon BEFORE THE THRONE, 
AND BEFORE THE LAMB, CLOTHED 
1.'\/ITH WHITE ROBES, AND PALMS IN 
THEIR HANDS. 
There was never a day when the church 
was more in need of a PALM Sunday than it is to 
day. For the palm symbolizes CONSTANCY, rRUIT-
FULNESS, PATIENCE, and VICTORY. Surely we need 
to have our attention called to the fact, tbat 
the church is lacking , sadly lacking these vir-
tues. 
But the church has always had in her 
membership some saints like saint John the De-
vine. They know what it is to be ostracized, 
rejected, persecuted and cast out. But they al-
so know what it is to see a great multitude 
that no man can number clothed with white robes 
with -palms in their hands • 
In this world the life of the saint 
always has been, and is now a life of struggle, 
striving, and conflict. He knows the signifi-
uance of the Master•s exhortation, Strive to 
enter in at the strait gate. 
In this world the saint ,journeys over 
a way that is rough, and dark, and gloomy. But 
some where in this journey they have always 
come to the oases, where the sunlight of hope 
has penetrated the gloom and chased away the 
darkness 
The saint of the Lord has always been 
encoura ed and ins ·red ,Q~ \ \hat hie visions 
of hope and vict~r Y _rV"'fin visions the lit-
tle discouraged, disp-.r~ng , retreating group 
is replaced by a courageous, inspired, advanc-
ing mu 1 t it ud e • 
ay we _all in these days of spiritual 
depression seek to have this vision. 
, • • ....., Amen. , ._._ • ...._.. .. 
• 
John ll:i9 Mor V 
AS SOON S SHE HEARD THAT, SHE 
AROSE QUICKLY, AND CAME UNTO HIM. 
This old world, with all its great variety 
of activities becomes very commonplace and loses 
its charm for most of us. Her activities with all 
their bested charm and fascination become monoto-
nous. Under their spell we are chafed and become 
jaded. And we find ourselves in need of a stimu-
lant. · e turn in many directions seeking a thrill. 
Our text tells us how to get the thrill. As Mar-
tha did, hear Jesus calling for men, and hear men 
crying for Jesus, and o and tell them that Jesus 
wishes them and is calling for them. 
All who reached Jesus and became his dis-
ciples during his earthly career reached him thro 
some one who heard him calling for men. Some for 
whom he called were blind, some were deaf and 
dumb, others were absorbed in business. 
Our Lord has a gre a t and large program to 
be carried out, and he wishes men redeemed men, 
and women to help him, and he calls them into fel-
lowship with himself for this purpose. 
Jesus is calling men and women who feel ~the 
ned of training and are willing to be trained ,by 
the Holy Spirit. 
Jesus is calling men and women who know the 
agonies of lon~ly hearts, and know how to direct 
them to him. 
let us remember, that Jesus is not satisfi-
ed with the 99 within the fold, but is much con-
cerned about the one who is not within the fold. 
He hears his cry and he wishes us to hear also. 
May we be ever willing and ready to help 
seek and find the lost one • 
• • • • • • • • • .ntnen ••••••••• 
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AND AS JES US PASSED BY, HE 
SAW MAN BLIND FROM HIS BIRTH. 
AND lIS DISCIPLES ASKED HIM, 
SAYING, STER, WHO DID SIN, 
THIS MAN, OR HIS PARENTS, THAT 
HE VJ S BORN BLIND? JESUS ANSW-
~RED, NEITHER HATH THIS MAN SIN-
NED, NOR HIS PARENTS: BUT THAT 
THE WORKS OF GOD SHOULD BE MADE 
,ANIFEST IN HIM. 
Just why we have troubles, trials, diffi-
culties, afflictions and suffering, we do not know. 
Nor do we readily assi gn reasons for our adversi-
ties. But when these reverses come to others, we 
can always assi gn definite reasons. le say they 
ha ve committed some crime, they have sinned. 
Usually our vision is limited, our program 
small narrow and selfish. God's vision is allin-
clusive, and his pro gram runs through time into 
eternity . 
At times his program may seem destructive, 
bu t in the end his program is always constructive, 
and edifying . Ill. Slum clarence. Felling the forest 
Planting seed. 
THE DANGER OF HA.STY CONCLUSIONS 
Hasty conclusions destroy some of our most 
delicate faculties and keep them from growing and 
developing . Patience can not thrive where there 
are hasty conclusions. Faith loses its virtue 
when there are hasty conclusions . 
··e do not, we can not practise ijustice 
where there are hasty con0lusions. 
Let us wait on God before we come to any 
conclusions, especially where the soul and sal-
vation are concerned • 
• • • • • • • • . A1nen ••••••• 
• 
Matt. 11:29 1 30 M 
TAKE MY YOKE UPON YOU, AND 
LEARN OF T1E : FOR I AM MEEK 
AND LOWLY IN HEART: AND YE 
SHALL FIND REST UNTO YOUR 
"'CUL ,_>. F _R _ I.Y YO} · IS ~ASY, 
_ l IJ) 1·.:x- B uR,.JEN I•..) LIGHT. 
t; jh-t 0 ~ 
In the fact that adverse conditions 
greet us everywhere, it may sound strange and 
almost absurd to say, there is plenty of every 
thing in t.he world to make us prosperous and 
hap py . 
Comparutjvely spe aking , a very little 
of the power in the world is being employed. 
Great blocks of unused ability a re all around us. 
l" e think of this condition especially 
a s it effects the church. There is much ability, 
real ability that is being used a very little, 
if at all. Great possibiities are to be found in 
every department of the church; and still so lit-
tle is being done. nd at least, some of us a re 
desperately anxious to know why this condition. 
~ e see the ans wer in the actions of 
the church that speak louder than any words that 
we may use. 
We are going to consider: 
THE YOKES WE BEAR 
In the activities of the world and of 
he ch•i.r0h is no lacking of yoking. but much of 
the yokin 5 is unequal yoking, and therefore is 
not effectual. Le gislators are busy making laws 
to control unequal yokings in business. nd t he 
church is busy trying to correct the evils of 
unequal yoking the moral and social life of the 
people . ·1e feel keenly our own ineffJ,~iency 
a s rn str1.1g3le with the burdens of life~"'we are 
vited to share the yoke with many individuals, 
and agencies. In our desperation we have linked 
up wit h many, but v1 e have found their yokes to 
1-,,~ hn.rd, :!.n--1 ~1r rrlt'Jnr; ~.v e JG come more heavy. 
Here an invitation comes f rom an unus-
ual One. He says he is meek and lowly, that his 
yoke is easy and his burden light. 
We are invited to yoke up with him in 
FAITH, REftTAL ACTIVITY, SPIRITUAL FERVER, SACRI-
FICE-S~LFD:2:NI L, SUF:F'ERI~G . 
Let us discard the yokes of all others 
and Yoke up with him, who means peace joy and 
happiness here and hereafter • 
• . • • • . • • • • • • Amen ••••••••••• 
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AND T7H !. N SHE COULD NOT LONGER 
HIDE HIM, SHE TOOK FOR HIM AN 
ARK OF BULRUSHES, AND DAUBED 
IT WITH SLIME AND iITH PITCH, 
AND FUT THE CHILD THEREIN: 
AND SHE LAID IT IN THE FLAGS 
BY THE RIVER'S BRINK. 
Nothing makes a mother, whether among 
inferior animals or arnonb human beings , re-
veal her love and sacrificial impulse so rea-
dily r:t . 1 nreserved ly as when her ofs pring is 
i n danger . It is then s he manifests . unusual 
resourcefulness, and unnatural strength and 
endurance. When she is called upon to save her 
ofspring she for ~ets that fire burns and that 
wate r drowns. 
Vhen she realizes that her ofspring's 
life is at stake she invents a thousand and 
one ways to rescue him. 
From a physical vie wpo int berresourceful-
ness and inventive genius may avail much. But 
from a spiritusl vie wpo int they do not mean 
very much if anythin 0 at all . For God has com-
pl eted the plan of salvation in his Son Jesus 
Christ our Lord. And the only sure way for mo-
thers to be helpful in saving their children 
is t o reco gnize God's p lan and cooperate with 
him in carrying it out. riild like the mother of 
Moses, this they may do some times unconscious-
ly. 
God does not always use the most pious 
or the most orthodox to rescue, to save the 
lost . 
THE LIFE OF A MOTHER TO-DAY 
Her CIVI C life(Economic , Industrial, Education-
al , Folitical . 
Her RELIGIOUS l ife(Emotional, Musical, Studi-
ous, Generous, Intelligent. 
tter GULTURAL life(Clubs-oocieties, Literature, 
Music, thletics, Dress. 
He r DCMES TIC life(Res o urceful, Frugal, Le gis-
lative, Judicial, Executive . 
Let us help the mother of to-day to do 
the ~re a t thins s tha t she is anxious to for 
the children of the world who are exposed to 
all kinds of dan ,~erous age ncies. 1~ray we work 
with ~od and mother to save them • 
. • • • • • • • • Amen ••••••••• 
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SIRS , -·;1 ' T MUST I DO TO BE SAVED? 
Comparatively speaking , man is not one 
of the larger animals . And ye t hi s demands and 
needs are greater than those of any other or of 
all other animals combined , For his demands are 
threefold : physical , mental and spiritual . So 
his salvat ion inclurles more than that of any 
other animal . 
hatever the ancient jailor may have 
meant by the question that he asked Paul and 
Silas , in the words of our text , we know it 
include s much and is aapable of more than one 
inte r pretat i on. 
Man may be perfect },,. safe and secure 
in one particular, and be uu'te rly unsafe and 
insecure i n other particular s . 
In order to be se cure, man must be Sf\.V-
ed in every phase of life . 
In order to be secure, man must be sav-
ed from ~11 de st ructivB conditions , from idle-
ness , inactivity. 
In or der to be secure , man must be sav-
ed from every kind of slavery 
In order to be s ecure, man must be sav-
ed fr om the vice s that cling to unredeeme d hu-
manit y. 
May all of us reco gni ze what is in-
cluded in full salvation. Let us e nd eavor to ~ 
saved not only for heaven , but for earth also • 
• • • • • • • . • •• men ••••••••• 
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AND YO U HATH HE QUICKENED, VHO 
WERg DEAD IN TRESPASSES AND SINS. 
For the most of us the calendar year is 
fill ed with all kinds of anniversaries, our own 
anni versaries, and the anniversaries of others. 
·nct as a .rule, they are helpful occasions. They 
are times for making merry; we have music vocal 
and instrumental; we have parades, feasts and 
orations . 
We celebrate the day of our natural 
birth, our wedding anniversary and the day of 
our graduation. 
In our civic life we have many days up-
on which we celebrate. 'N e celebrate the anniver-
sary of Geo. Washington, Fredrick Douglas and 
Abraham Lincoln, that is of their birth. And we 
celebrate the birth days of many other great men 
and women. 
Then we have Thanksgiving Day, Decora-
tions Day, and the Fourth of July upon which we 
celebrate. Vie also have Ch urch Days, as Christ-
mas, Good Friday and Easter upon which we cele-
brate. 
But t here is another very important 
Day, t hat most of us , seemingly for get, or at 
best we do not make a s much of it as we should . 
That is our Spiritual Birth Day. 
This lead s us to consider: 
OUR SPIRITUAL YEAR 
Our s piritual year s houl d be the most 
import ant yea r in al l our life. In it we should 
ke ep re cords, have definite things to do or try 
to do each spi ritual ye a r. At the anniversary 
of our r spiri t ual birth we should consider new 
and larger pr ogr ams , set new stakes . We should 
consider care ful ly our failures and achi evements. 
It would be a go od time to tell about boo ks t hat 
you have read, new comrades that you have wone 
and temptat i ons that you have ove rcome. ' 
Let us all make more of our spiritual 
bi r th Day . 
• • • • • • • • • men ••••••••• 
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1S FOR ME , I WILL BEHOLD HIS 
FACE I RIGHTEOUSNESS: I SHALL 
BE SATISFIED HEN I A1VAKE , 
~ITH THY LIKENESS . 
Some people seem to e habitual losers; 
they lose everything, they lose their reputation, 
thejr character, their material possessions, 
their hope, their aspirat ions; they lose their 
God and finally lose their life. 
There are others who lose, but they are 
so dissatisfied they never content themselves. 
They hunt, they seek and search . And they enlist 
others to help them hunt, seek and search. And 
they find what they have lost. 
The greatest los s t hat can come to any 
man or any ~roup of men id the loss of God . So 
lon 0 as we possess God we possess every possi-
bility. Men find themselves lonely, discontent-
ed and sad . It is not because they have lost 
money, friends and material possessions. It is 
because they have lost God . 
So whatever else we may ·have in abW1d-
ance we will not be happy, not be satisfied un-
til we have re gained the likeness of God-become 
normal a gain . 
DISSATISFACTION 
WE are going to consider some of the 
things that cause dissatis fact ion; a) Weather, 
b)People, c) Poverty-Riches. 
The effects of d i ssatisfaction. To one 
groui a) Discouragement, b) Indiference , c)Dispair, 
hopelessness. To another group a )Exam i a tion, 
b)Better Equiptment~ C) StronGer Determination 
to Succeed. 
We need in the time of Dissatisfaction 
Knowled ge, Wisdom, Sympathy, Faith in God and 
in our selves . 
~ay we see k until we ha ve re gained His 
li kenes s and are satis fied • 
• , , •••• • Amt;n ••••••••• 
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If IS goon FOR ME THAT I HAVE 
BEEN AFFLICTED; THAT I MIGHT 
LEARN Tb¥ STATUTES. BEFORE I 
WAS AFFLICTED I WENT ASTRAY: 
BUT NOW HAVE I KEPT THY WORD. 
There are certain states and conditions 
in which we find ourselves in which we do not 
readily discover value or see profit. There is 
possibly no condition in which we find ourselves 
where it is so hard to see profit, to discover 
value as in the condition caused by sickness. 
But there are values in sickness, affliction. 
And if we spend our time in trying to diseover 
these values our suffering will not be so great 
nor will our pains be so hard to bear. 
This is an exceedingly busy age 
in which we are living . Every thing moves rap-
i d ly, every body is makine; haste ·. We are so bu-
sy studying our own rule s and the rules of our 
fel low men, that we do not take time to study 
God's rules, God's laws. 
Goa's laws teach us the great 
essentials of life. And whatever else we learn 
if we forget these we must fall into all kinds 
danger. Hhen we for 0et God's law we neglect our 
PE.YSICAL, MORAL and SP IRITUAL life. 
For the PHYSICAL life we need 
proper FOOD. PROPER Clothing. PROPER Exercise. 
Prope r REST. 
The MORAL life needs PROPER 
ASS OCIATES, LITERATURE, RECREATION, AMUSEMENTS 0 
Our SPIRITUAL life is maint a in-
ed through PR.AYER, MEDITATION, STUDY of GOD'S 
!ORD , and RELIGIOUS SERVICE. 
Let us remember, that SICKNESS 
helps us t o re gain t hos e finer ualities that 
we often l os e i n t he rush of life. MEEKNESS, 
:[IND NE SS, GENTLENESS, SYMPATHY, a. no PATIENCE • 
• • • • • • • • AI\.l!EN •••••••• 
.. 
June 5 1 38 Deut. 10:L.C.12 V 
SERVE THE LORD Th"Y GOD {ITH 
ALL THY HEART AND WITH ALL 
THY SOUL. 
The natural motives that prompt men to 
s erve in other capacities do not withdraw when 
we enter into the qer vice of the Lord. So we 
have to be on our guard and careful else we 
shall find ourselves, even in 'the work of the 
Lord rendering EYE service , OUTH service and 
EAND service, but a very little HEART service. 
In anc ient days there were those who 
s erveJ to be seen of men. 1hen there are no 
men to see sJo h persons very soon get tired 
and cease t serving. 
Every other service fails, heart serv-
ice never fails. It has in it t hose virtues 
tha t make failure impossible; for it has in 
it LOVE, COURAGE , FAITH and the SPIRIT of PER-
severance 
Heart servic.e . is .. active when men a gree 
with you and when they disagree wi th you. Heart 
service makes it easy for you to get on with 
your fellowmen. 
Let us remember that it is with the 
heart God deals, th~t he is influence~by no 
other service . 
ay we g ive our heart s to him and leth;WI 
use us to his g lory • 
• • • • • • • • Amen •••••••• 
June 13 '37 Luke 82 :L.C.19_ V 
• 
THL-, J)o I N 1mr .. L .. ~TBRAN CE OF n E • 
. 
]Jo one knows f,o WAll oi1r HAak.nflsses and 
our ne t1ds R..s our Lo:rd. } e knows how that in thi~ 
busy worlcl wn hAco rn<~ so en~ros sAc1 in sP. euJ. ar, rna-
er i a l tl in6 i, that we wonlct l)e innlinec1 to for f_!;et 
,the thinJs that c=i.re fo·r 011:r host; intAr est. He 
kno ,vs that thA verv best Wr..v fo:r 118 to keAp in ... ., 
mind thA Breat prin~i le . thR..t he a~ve to govern 
us in our lifA iR vA:ry oft8n to observA this rita 
in which we brine hi m vi vicl l~r b A£:ore ua. 
r..tn o _p 1-' 
are so 
Io life i s so lar~e anl afforcts such 
rt11ni ty us t 1a li a of J As nn. For ther 
' ma.ny thinS::3 for which \\7e may rer1~mber him. 
,JeS i..lS' l:i,fe h rj.s in it more than any 
one of 1.1s can r emembe r 0 c.09t we have some ::;uch 
a id a.s ve llave in t..his sa.~ra.ment. 
' The J~s sonn hE=l taught A.re f11ll n f things 
that v1 shonlct H.nt1 m·1st :remerrtbAr if we are g oing 
mah:e the p ro(?;r P. ss in spiri t1J.a l lifA tha t JP.sns 
wishe s ,1s to ; a.ke • 
.t,ftAr r9mArnhe:rinB t,he BrAP.. t life he liv-
ed and t hA e;r0 r1.t J_essonA he ·t,ansht thAn we find in 
his oeatb. more t,ha.n WA onn rAme 1nhP,r wit.ho 11t the 
a.id of this sa.cran Ant. 
Let 1 s ,1n1lAr thn [$l1id.-1.n .,e of thA Holy 
Spirit rP. roemher th A Lord JeRus for a.1 7. that he hus 
b een an<~ for al l that hA is • 
• • • • • • • • • • ;-1i.n1An •••••••••• 
• 
, .. 
I) 
June 12 1 38 .Q!n.2:7.Eccl.12:1 M --
AND THE LORD GOD FORMED MAN OUT 
OF THE DUST OF THE GROUND, AND 
BREATHED INTO HIS NOSTRILS THE 
BREATH OF LIFE; A ID MAN BECAME 
A LIVING SOUL. REMEMBER NOW THY 
CREATOR IN THE DAYS OF THY YOUTH, 
WHILE THE EVIL DAYS COME NOT, 
AND THi YB.nRS DRAW NIGH WHEN 
' THOU SHALT SAY, I nAVE NO PLEAS-
URE IN THEM. 
Here we have a record of the most impor-
tant, the most outstanding fact in history. We 
learn, that in the dust of the ground, among a 
million other thin~s , man is found. 
While the record does not say so, we know 
that out of the dust of the ground God not only 
made man, but every. other living thing. So the 
relationship betw~en us human beings and other 
animals and other living things is not so dis-
tant as we might thoughtlessly conclude. 
We find man anxious about and making pro-
vision for his HORSE, OX, SHEEP, and GOAT. He 
is interested in the TREES of the field and the 
TREES of his orchard. Women are interested in 
and give e;reat care to their po1.1ltry family; 
their CHICKENS, DUCKS, GEESE, and TURKEYS. And 
they give much attention to aJl the great vari-
ety of FLOWERS and VEGETABLES in the fields and 
in their gardens. Boys love the DOG, COALT, CALF, 
LAMB and KID. They like their own little POTA-
TO patch, CORN field, and all the vegetable 
family. Girls manifest their love for the lit-
tle CHICKS, KITTENS , BIRDS a nd all baby animals. 
They also show their love for FLOWERS and all 
the many things that mother loves. 
It will be interesting to all of us, but 
especially to our children to k.~ow jus t what 
was in this dust out of which God formed man. 
The scientist tells us that 70% of man is water, 
and that the other 30 % is made up of the follow-
ing elements: 
• 
(2) 
Gen . S:7. Eccl . 12 :1 
Fat enough to make 7 ba r s of SOAP; Iron enough 
to make a medium- s ized NAIL; Sugar enough to 
fill a SHAKER; Lime enough to whitewash a chic-
ken COOP; Phosphorus to make 2 , 200 MATCH TIPS; 
Ma 0 ne sium enough t o make a dose of MAGNESIUM ; 
Po tass ium to explode a TOyC ANN ON; Su~phur 
enough to rid one of a dose of FLEAS . This s ame 
sc ientist tells us that this whole colle ction 
is worth only 98i • hnother scientist tells us 
tha t man i s the most valua ble entity in the 
world and that the mo s t valuable part of man is 
his mind . Our Lord tells us that man is of more 
value than many sparrows . 
The latter part of our scripture lesson 
t ell s us to ma ke good us e of our f aculty of 
memory while we are young . -..·re are t old to remem.;_ 
be r our Creator . In considering s uch a great , 
s ubject , our me mory will not hel p us much if 
we try to rememb er t hi s great sub j ect as a per-
s onality . To remember him to an advantage we 
mus t reme mber him in connecti on with what he has 
d one and is still doing . 
" 
") 
I 
June 19 1 3 8 Luke 15:17-24 - M 
This i s F THER 1 S DAY. Until recent 
year s the family a s a whole with it s attitudes 
--•nd functions and virtues has rece1 vect recog-. 
nition and consideration from us all . But this 
met hod has not called s ufficient a ttention to 
the different individua ls and their virtues 
and functions that compose the family. So we 
have come upo{i a period when we feel that it 
is wi se and nece ssary to magnify the differ-
ent individuals and their functions in making 
the family a helpful ins tution. So we have a 
Mother's Day, a Child ren' s Day and now a Fa-
ther's Day. 
In considerin~ these d ifferent in-
divid ualiti es we feel t6e need of having a 
faultle ss pattern, a true stand ard by which 
to judge them . So we turn to the source of all 
true stand ~rds , the Bible. 
Ve have in the Father of the prodi-
gal son a typical father of all children. 
V~RSE 17 
ND V' HE I HE CAME TO I-iIMSELF, HE SAID, HOW MAT'Y 
HIRED SERVANTS F MY F THER'S HAVE BRE D ENOUGH 
A1 D TO f'P _ E , /:-\ND I PERISH ,1lI 1TH HUNGER? 
Here we see the child busJ wi th his own 
sel fi sh pro uram takin1 time to gi ve conside r-
ation to what he possesses in hi s FATHER. 
VER,;,)E§_ 18 , 21 
I 'V I LL ARI SE AND GO TO MY FATHER , AND ~I LL SAY 
UNTO HIM, FATHER , I HAVE SI NNED AGAJNST I-lEAVEN , 
nND BEFORE 1'HZE, AND Iif NO dv.n.c. .n..ii J.uX TO BE 
C.r LLED 'f Y S01 • 
1:i:-1p•:i 1",.J 'i ..,B the no m!1 ch ' ld recoP.;niz-
ing the Priestly Office of _his FATHER. He be-
Go mes his Confessor. · ' e 
VERSE 19 
r~AKE N.E S ONE OF THY HIRED SERVANTS. 
Here we see the normal ch ild recog-
nizing the DIGNITY, the HONOR , and the SEC URI-
'f'/ of any position that he may occupy with his 
FATHER. 
Al D nE ARO ..... E AND CAME TO HIS FATHER, BlYr ~JHEN 
HE ~vAS YET A GREAT •'/ Y OFF , HIS FATHER S .._w HIM , 
AND HAD COUP SS ION, AND RN, AND FELL ON HIS 
iECK , AND KISSED HIM. ND SAID TO HIS SERVANTS 
BRING FORTH TI E BEST ROBE ND PUT IT ON HIM ' , ' 
AID PUT A RINGO HIS HiND , AND SHOES ON HIS 
FE ET . AND BRING HITHER THE FATTED C LF AND KILL· 
' _ ND LET U, EAT D BE MERRY: FOR THIS MY SON 
1.v' S DEAD , AND IS ALIVE AG IN; HE JJ.1,.S LOST AND 
I S FOUND. AID THEY BEGAN TO BE :MERRY. 
Here we see that the real Father al-
ways s ustains the attitude of compassion and 
love towards the normal child . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
10 0 
the different individuals and their virtues 
and functions that compose the family. So we 
have come upo; a period when we feel that it 
i s wise and neces sary to magnify the differ-
ent individuals and their functions in making 
the family a helpful instution. So we have a 
Mother's Day, a Children's Day and now a Fa-
ther I s Day . 
In considerin J these different in-
dividualities we feel the need of having a 
f aultless pattern, a true standard by which 
to j ud ge them . So we turn to the source of all 
true standards, the Bible. 
¥e have in the Father of the prodi-
al son a typical father of all children. 
VERSE l ? 
ND . iHEN HZ CA 1E TO fiI ;vbELF, HE SAID, HOW MANY 
HIRED SERVA1JTS F HY F THER I S HAVE BRE D ENOUGH 
AND TO SPARE , AND I PERISH ·41'rH HUNGER? 
Here we see the child busJ with hi s own 
sel fish pro gram takin ~ time to give conside r-
at ion to what he possesses in his FATHER. 
VERSE§_l8 , 21 
I WILL RISE ND GO TO MY !4.,ATHER, AND WI LL SAY 
UNTO HIM, F THER, I HAVE SINNlfil) AGA;INST HEAVEN , 
.ND BEFORE 'l'HiE, AND if NO iJlVrt..c. • v.l.1..1.uX TO BE 
CALLED THY SON . 
1~ R " t"~ <"1 .e t he no m~11 c h· 1a recogniz-
ing the Pries tly Office of . his FATHER . He be-
Comes his Confessor. • 
VERSE 19 
MAKE ME AS ONE OF THY HIRED SERVANTS. 
Here we see the normal child recog-
nizing the DIGNITY, t he HONOR, and t he SEC URI-
'f'I of any position tha t he may occupy with his 
FATHER. 
VERSE0_§_0~2~23 , 24 
AND 1-iE ;, RO E AND CAME TO HIS FATHER, F3[Jf ' HEN 
FIE l vAS YET A GREAT ·;/AY OFF , HIS FATHER SAN HI M, 
AND HAD COMPASSION , AND RAN, AND FELL ON HIS 
NECK , AND KISSED HI M. ND SAID TO HIS SERVANTS 
BRING FORTH TIE BEST ROBE , AND PUT IT ON HIM, ' 
n D PUT A RING ON HIS HAID , AJ'ID SHOES ON HIS 
FEET . AIID BRIJ-h.r HITHER THE F TTED C LF AND KILL; 
_ ND LET US EAT ND BE MERRY: FOR THIS MY SON 
\·f S DEAD , A JD IS ALIVE AGAIN; HE AS LOST AND 
IS FOUND . AND THEY BEGAN TO BE MERRY. 
Here we see that the real Father al-
ways sustains the attitude of compassion and 
love towards the normal chi ld. 
Let us recognize this day as an oppor-
tunity to magni fy the 13:re at qualities and 
vi rtues of FATHER • 
• • • • • • Amen •••••• 
' 
I 
June 19 1 38 Jno. 5:26 V 
FOR S THE FATHER HATH LIFE IN 
HIMSELF; SO HATH HE GIVEN TO 
THE SON TO HAVE LIFE IN HIMSELF. 
A life of servi ce is always a great life . 
Jesus ' ife was a life of service , and he served 
in many ways . oss ibly the greatest service that 
he ~ave to t he world was to take the great things 
of God and God himse lf ant.1 put the m and him in 
reach of all. 
Jesus was the first teacher to bring God 
to men as thier Father. nd this relationship 
made men heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ. 
V! hen we know t hat we are heirs we immedi-
ately become interested in what our fathe r or tes-
tator has. And so was Jesus . And he was no~satis-
fied to know j ust for himself what his Father pos-
sessed, but he wis hed us to know also. 
Jesus found that the greatest possession 
of his father was Life, and that this life was to 
be IT iven to him, and tha t he in turn was to g ive 
i t in a bundance to as many as might re ca i ve him. 
f ith Jesus every day was FATHER'S DAY, 
and he used it to put men in touch with his Fath-
er. And this he did by showing the g oo dness, love, 
and me cy of God. 
May we learn from him how to observe Fath-
er's Day and all other days • 
• • • • • • • • • • • . men •• , • , ••••••• 
I 
June 26 1 38 ------- Gen. 8:22 V 
NHILE THE EARTH REMAINETH, SEED-
TIME AND HARVEST, AND COLD AND 
HEAT, AND SUMMER AND Ll~lTERJ.. AND 
DAY AND NIGHT SHALL NOT CEAi::>E. 
God is the same yesterday, today, and for 
ever. But his children change from time to time. 
Hence God I s messages to them change from time to 
time also. 
God's messages to his children are like the 
seasons . Some of them are like the SPRING, some 
are like the SUNJ.MER, some are like the FALL and 
some are like the WINTER. 
But while God's messages change like his 
children, his purpose never changes, .but . id like 
himself. 
Eac h season has its message for . us. Spring 
tells us that a new lease of life has been award-
ed us to be used for others and for ourselv~s. 
Summer tells us to prepare for the great 
gift that God has for us; to take advantage of 
the opportunity to increase our stores during 
this season. ' 
Fall tells us that the time to gather in 
has come, and that we should fill our barns and 
~raineries. 
Winter tells us that the time to enjoy the 
fruit of our labor, the results of our toil. 
To comprehend these truths from a material 
viewpoint is not difficult. But when we come to 
things Mental , Moral and Spiritual it is not so 
easy. For the r e are those in these matters like 
to live all their life in one season. 
God does not, can not do for such a person 
that which he desires to do for his developement . 
May we hear God's messages always • 
• • • • • • • • • • Amen •••••••••• 
") 
Matt.5: 1L2 1 3 1 4 1 5i 6,7, 8 1 9 ,lO,llL12M 
/.JJD SEEI rG THE ULTITUDE, HE \VE NT 
UP I TO " MOUNTAIN: AND ' HEN HE 
W' S SJT , HI , DISCIPLE CA 1E UNTO 
Hifv : ND HE OP:SN~D HIS J OUTH, AND 
TAUGHT THEM, P YING , BLES ED ARE 
THE POO R I N SPIRIT ...• THEY THAT 
MO RN .... THJ MEEK ..•• THEY THAT HUN-
GER -'•J. TD THIRST •••• THE I ERC I FUL •••• 
THE PURE IN HEART .••• THE PEACE r-.:IAK-
ERS ••• • THEY THAT ARE PE SECUTED ••.• 
1,:I{~l'J Iv-EN ,..;H.:- LL REVILE YOU, AND PE R-
SEClJTH' YOU , ND SHALL SAY ALL AN~ 
NER OF EVIL vAINST YOU FALSELY, 
FOR ,Y SAF~E . RE,.TOI CE , AND BE E; CEED-
INGLY GLAD ••••••••••• 
During his earthly career Jesus always had 
a message, but not for the multitude, nor does he 
have the ear of the multitu·e today . Jesus has al-
ways gone to the heights , the places of vantage to 
whi ch the mult itudes will not climb. And to these 
places he has always at tracted those who wished to 
hear his mess a 3e and learn his law . nd it is so to 
day . 
Je s us i s the pe rfe ct standard fo r all teach-
er s . nd most all , if not all wort hwhile teachers 
have folloved hi s example . They have selected a 
pl ace of vanta0e; on the col le ge campus , in the 
lecture hall, i n t he class room, in the pul pit. 
Then li ke Jes us all worthwhile teachers 
ha ve been careful about their posture physical and 
mental be f or e their pupils . 
All teachers who would be effectual in 
their teaching, like Jesus must master t he subject 
they are going to teach, else .hey had better keep 
their mouths closed . · 
Jesus was anxious to have his pup i ls get 
high numbers in examinations, to get on honor r olls , 
receive pri zes, and to receive thei r dip lomas . But 
these, as they must be today, were only means to an 
end . Jes us was more anxious to ha ve his disciples, 
bis pup ile get HIM than he was a bc ut their ge tting 
any of these things. 
Jesus studied the peo ple and their needs. 
1nd he kne w the people and the ir needs better than 
they did themselves , anc he tau 3ht them subjects 
that wou ld put them in position to know themselves 
and how to get their needs supplied . He taught them 
about the KITJGDOM of HEAVEN and how to posess it . 
He tauGht them ho li to ge t COMFO RT out of .v!OURNI NG. 
le taught them how t o posses s the BARTH; how to be 
f illed ·:i1ith RI -HTEOUSJE.~S ; how to obtain l\1~RCY; how 
to see GOD ; how to become the CHILDREN of GOD· how 
to RE JOICE UNDER ALL ADVERSE CIRCUMSTANCES and CON-
DITIONS . • ••••••• AMEN • •••••• • 
I 
I 
I 
I· I 
r 
July 3 •~ _ He b. 1 : L • C • 7 V 
, M KETH HIS MINISTERS A FLA ING 
FIRE. 
God's ministers, whether clergymen or la,-
men have duties many, hard and difficult to per-
f orm. They need therefore to be thoroughly qual-
ified, equipt and prepared . They assume manj 
characters as they approach their tasks. Our text 
presents them in the character of FIRE . s such 
they must be the source of: 
POVJER- ENERGY. This power must be physical, mental, 
moral, and spiritual . 
·OR tTH-COMFORT. The chill of doubt blight s the 
hopes of a many soul, and iheg-
ularities and inequalities bring 
discomfort to many. 
PURITY-CLEANLINESS . - .God's ministers must know 
the true standard of purity and 
offer it to the world . 
LIGHT--ILLUMINATION . There is much darkness in 
the world, and many have lost 
their way. It is the business of 
God's ministers to bring to them 
light and show them the way. 
In this old world where there is so much 
need may we ever prove 01rselves worthy of the 
title that God has confered upon us in the words 
of our text • 
• • • • • • • • • • Amen •••••••••• 
" 
J 
I Cor. 15:58. Heb. 6:10 M 
THEREFORE MY B.t!.iLOV.lill BHl:,TH~N, 
BE YE STEADFAST, lJN1\.0V BLE, AL-
AAYS ABOUNDI GIN THE WORK OF 
THE LORD, FORAS~. UCH AS YE KNOW 
THAT YOUR LABOR IS NOT IN VAIN 
IN THE LORD . FOR GOD IS NOT UN-
RIGHTEOUS TO FORGET YOUR WORK 
AND LABOR OF LOVE, wHICH YE 
HAVE SHENED TOWARDS HIS NAlv'fE, IN 
THAT YOU H VE MINISTERED TO THE 
SAINTS , AND DO ~INISTER. 
I suppos e there has never been a time in 
all the history of the church , when the brethren 
neede d more than they do now strength and encour-
agement to be steadfast , unmoveable in the work 
of the Lord. For there are so many conditions that 
the saints must meet today that are calculated to 
shake their faith, and to undermine -eAat~ confidence. 
Existing condidtions in the ECONOMIC , 
FOLITICAL , SOCIAL , INDUSTRI L, and RELIGIO''JS 
world today show that beyong a doubt none of 
tnese phases of life have any sure foundatior u~-
on which to re st . Men, though they occupy high 
lofty positions in a ll these phases of life, can 
not be trusted , nor can they trust themselves. 
'ue can not justly accuse men and women 
of being idle and indifferent to existing cond'-
tions;for there was never a time when men and wo-
men were more active an busy th&h they are today. 
But t he results of their activities are not at 
all satisfactory. They are not settled , they are 
not unmovable. 
~en , everywhere , are justly asJ:<-ing "'!hat 
is the trouble? ,lhy are not men sett led!, stead-
fa s t, unmovable? To those who know the WORD of 
God the answer is not fur to seek. ften abound in 
labor , bu~ it is not the work of the Lord Y 
ask what is the work of the Lord? part ;f 
text tells u~ in a . vary definite way what the 
Lcrd 's work 1s. 
are ergageu in th I:orde s wor k we 
are under obligation to minister to the saints. 
It is our duty to do all in our power to make the 
saints the SALT of the erath and the LIGHT of the 
world , and to keep them the salt of the earth and 
the light of the world. 
Dont you see that when the SAINTS of the 
Lord are what they should be, what God has intend-
ed them to be that all the problems in every phase 
will be solved'? 
Let us observe some of our reasons for 
working , laboring . 
Yv e may labor because we are FORCED to do 
so . 
We labor because of necessity. 
We may work because we get special pleas-
ure out of it. 
e s a n .s mun · eet today t hat are calculated to 
shake their faith, and to .undermine--.~ confidance. 
Existing condidtions in the ECONO~IC, 
POLITICAL, SOCIAL , INDUSTRIAL, and RELIGIOUS 
world today show that beyong a doubt none of 
tnese phas es of life have any sure found at ion u:i,-
on which to re st . ~en , though they occupy high 
lofty positions in all these phases of life, can 
not be trusted , nor can they trust themselves . 
',; e can not justly accuse men and women 
of being idle and indiffe rent to exi s ting condi-
tions ;for there was never a t ·me when men and wo-
men were more active and busy th~h they are today. 
But the results of their activities are not at 
all satisfac t ory. They are not settled , they are 
not unmovable . 
Men, everywhere , ar justly asl,ing "/hat 
is the trouble ? \" hy ar e not me n settled, stead-
f as t, unmovable? To those who know the i':ORD of 
God the answer is not far to seek. /fen abound in 
labor , but it is not the work of the Lord 
ask what is the work of the Lord? part• f.ou 
text tells u~ in a very definite way whatoth~ur 
Lord's work 1s . 
a::re e ngag-e - .. n t Lord Os work we 
are under obligation to minister to the saints. 
It i s our duty to do all in our power to make the 
saints the SALT of the erath and the LIGHT of the 
world, and to keep them the salt of the earth and 
the light of the world. 
~ont you see that when the SAINTS of the 
Lord are what they should be, what God has intend-
ed them to be that all the problems in every phase 
wi ll be solved? 
Let us observe some of our reasons for 
working , laboring . 
We may labor because we are FORCED to do 
so . 
We labor be caus e of necessity. 
We may work because we get special pleas-
ure out of it • 
LOVE is the greatest reason for laboring. 
We love what we are doing. 
We love the ONE for whom we are laboring. 
e labor because we love the saints for 
whom and with whom we are laboring • 
• • • • • • • . • amen • •••.••• • 
Matt. 17:L .C.27 -~------------- M 
GO THOU TO THE SEA, AND CAST 
AN HOOK, AND TAKE UP THE FISH 
THAT FIRS'T COMETH UP; AND 1NHEN 
THOU HAST OPENED HIS MOUTH , 
THOU SHALT FIND A PIECE OF MON-
EY: THAT T \.KE , AND GIVE UNTO 
THEM FOR. h E AND THEE • . 
For most every one, these summer days 
thoughts of the sea are refreshing. For ordi-
narily the sea is just a cool refreshing body 
of water . 
At this time of the year the seashores 
a re thronged with pleasure seekers. Out upon 
the sea the people are canoing, rowing, sailing, 
fishing and bathing. 
According to their own minds or under 
the direction of their fellowmen all of this is 
haphazard . The purpose in mind is not very def-
inite and concrete. 
Many of these people that we find at the 
seashore have left the thought of their rent 
bills, taz bills and all .other bills behind them. 
They have gone to the seashore with the thought 
that is common among so many people , Let the oth-
er fellow worry • 
. Jesus, when here in the flesh associated 
himself with the sea on many occasions and in 
many ways . Sometimes Jesus would take a voyage 
upon the sea with his disciples. Sometimes Jesus 
v.- ould make a raging sea qniet and calm and quell 
the fears of his disciples . Sometimes Jesus would 
walk upon the sea to encourage his disciples. 
Sometimes Jesus would borrow a boat and get out 
into the sea and preach to the people that were 
on the shore. At one time on the seashore Jesus 
served an early breakfast, who had been toiling 
all night upon the sea. Sometimes Jesus would 
tell his disciples into what part of the sea to 
cast their nets in order to have success . 
On this occasion about which o~r text 
tells us, Jesus tells one of his disciples to go 
t o the sea and hook out a fish that would have 
in hi s mouth money with which they could pay 
t heir t axe s . 
In the hands of Je s us , the sea like ev-
eryt hing else tha t he touches, takes on a ne w 
s ignificance, and become s a new source of supply. 
This old world i s a sea and has a fish 
i n it for every one of us . Get directions and go 
cat c h your fish, get the money and pay your debts
0 
As children of God we should lnow to whom 
we owe debts. But if we are in doubt we . 
prayer and medi tatio•, consult the Lord IDJ-leus-n 
~nd let him tell us whom t o pay, and how to e At 
the money wi th which to pay . 
He will tell us to pay our GROCERY bill 
') 
(' 
THEM FOR. E AND THEE . . 
For most every one, these summer days 
thoughts of the sea are refreshing. For ordi-
narily the sea is just a cool refreshing body 
of water. 
At this time of the year the seashores 
are thronged with pleasure seekers. Out upon 
the sea the people are canoing, rowina, sailing, 
fishing and bathing. 
According to their own minds or under 
the direction of their fellowmen all of this is 
haphazard. The purpose in mind is not v~ry def-
inite and concrete. 
Many of these people that we find at the 
seashore have left the thought of their rent 
bills, taz bills and all .other bills behind them. 
They have gone to the seashore with the thought 
that is common among so many people, Let the oth-
er fellow worry • 
. Jesus, when here in the flesh associated 
himself with the sea on many occasions and in 
many ways. Sometimes Jesus would take a voyage 
upon the sea with his disci pl es. Sometimes Jesus 
would make a raging sea quiet and calm and quell 
the fears of his disciples. Sometimes Jesus would 
walk upon the sea to encourage his disciples. 
Sometimes Jesus would borrow a boat and get out 
into the sea and preach to the people that were 
on the shore. At one time on the seashore Jesus 
served an early breakfast, who had been toiling 
all night upon the sea . Sometimes Je s us would 
tell his disciples into what part of the sea to 
cast their nets in order to ha ve success. 
On this occasion about which o~r text 
tells us, Jesus tells one of his disciples to go 
to the sea and hook out a fish that wo uld have 
in hi s mouth money with which t hey could pay 
their t axe s . 
In the hands of Jesus, the sea like ev-
erything else that he touches, takes on a ne w 
significance, and become s a new source of supply. 
This old world i s a sea and has a fish 
i n it for every one of us. Get directions and go 
cat c h your fish, get the money and pay your debts
0 
As children of God we should lnow to whom 
we owe debts. But if we are in doubt we m • 
prayer and meditatioa, consult the Lord Jlguin 
~nd let him tell us whom to pay, and how to ~At 
th money wi t h which to pay. 
He will tell us to pay our GROCERY bill, 
our T ILOR bill, our LI GHT bill, our vrATER bill, 
our RENT bill, our TAXES, and our CHURCH bill. 
May the Holy Spirit show us how, as chil-
dren of God, tc be jus t and honest • 
• • • • • • • • • A.men •••••••• 
r.: 
JU!Z 10 1 38 I Cor. 10:16 V 
THE CUP OF BLESSING WHICH WE 
BLES~i IS IT NOT THE COMMUNION 
OF T,tlt!; BLOOD OF CHRIST? THE 
BREAD fHICH WE BREAK, IS IT 
NOT THE COMMUNION OF THE BODY 
OF CHRIST? 
In our natural life blood relationship al-
ways carries with it great significance. It crea~ ~ 
tes mutual interests tha t are created in no other 
way. 
Blood relatives feel under obligation to 
work to gether for the common gooo. 
As a rule there is a freedom among those 
who are blood relatives that you find among no 
others. 
Blood relatives get much joy and delight 
out of discussing their family tree, their ances-
tors. 
In nature there is what we call common 
blood and what we call royal blood . All these coR-
aitibns of relationship carry with them certain 
important obligations . 
May we always remember that what is true 
in our natural blood relationships is true only 
in a lars er sense in our spiritual relationships. 
May we have mutual interest in the King-
dom and in the things that be long to the Kingdom. 
May we work together for the common good 
of the Kingdom . 
vay we enjoy the freedom that goes with 
our blood relationship. 
May we talk much about our spiritual fam-
ily tree, and our spiritual ancestors • 
• • • • • • • • • Amen •••••••• 
July 17 1 38 Jno . 5:8 V 
JESUS SAITH UNTO HIM, RISE, 
T Kr. UP THY BED , AND WALK. 
,.;rhe world is full of impotent people; 
made soA½efective systems and empty formalities: 
systems and formalities that make men undervalue 
their own resourcefulness and ability and make 
them depend upon others. 
There are many ways in which men try to 
overcome this impotency. They have their pools, 
water, and even angels to give to t he pool and 
vater magic touch. 
But all of this is accompanied by such 
strong competition, that only a few 0 et the be-
nefit. 
There is only one sure way to get rid of 
our impotency, and tba t is the Jesus way. Jesus 
i s independent of systems and formalities. "hat 
we need above everything else is to have a strong 
desire to be ri d of our impotency, and to make it 
known to Je s us . 
Our teaching under the tutorage of poor 
imperfective humanity g ives too much attention to 
the ne gative side of life an not enough to the 
positive . side . 
~e are constantly informing our selves a-
bout what we are not and about what we can not do. 
Let us stop waiting for people and angels 
to put us into the way of health and prosperity, 
and let the Lord Jesus tell us how to get into the 
way ourselves • 
• • • • • • • • • J\men ••••••••• 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
July 24 1 38 _Isa. 61:F,C 1 10 M 
I WILL GREATLY REJOICE IN THE LORD, 
MY !,JOlJL SHALL BE JOYFUL IN MY GOD; 
FOR HE HATH CLOTHED ME WITH THE GAR-
MENTS OF SALVATION, HE HATH COVERED 
ME WITH THE ROBE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS. 
A good father is always anxious to have his 
children dressed properly. He wishes their clothes 
to be up to date for all occasions, and for all 
seasons. For royal occasions he wishes the to have 
on royal apparel; on military occasions he wishes 
them to have on the military dress. He provides 
winter clothing for the winter season, and summer 
clothing for the summer season. 
Then we have uniforms that carry with them 
certain facts and certain indications. The Police-
man's uniform carries with it the idea of courage, 
daring, order and protection, security. Fireman 
give us the feeling safety and security. Nurses 
and the sisters of charity tell us that relief and 
comfort are near. The Scout~s uniform tells us of 
loyalty, honesty, justice . and truth. 
So our Father God provides garments for 
his children that carry with them the idea of SAL-
VATION. For there are so many things from which 
the saints of the Lord nee d to be saved. 
Then the sin and wickedness of this old 
world are so great, that without the righteousness 
that God provides we would be overcome. But he 
covers us with his righteoushess and makes us ac-
ceptable in hi s sight. 
Let us remember that as Adam and Eve if -t 
we woul d be saved from the shame of our nakedness 
God must furnish a dress for us. 
May we accept what he provides and great-
ly rejoice • 
• • • • • • • • • • r .. men ••••••••• • 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
July 24 1 38 Jno. 7:L.C.37 V 
IF ANY MAN THIRST, LET HIM COIVIE 
UNTO ~E, ND DRINK. 
From time immemorial men have been try-
ing to quench our physical thirst. They have found 
springs, sometimes in the valleys, sometimes in 
the hills, and sometimes in the flinty rock. They 
have dug we l ls and bui lt pumps, hydrants, cisterns. 
They have hauled the water from lakes and rivers 
in hogheads and tanks. And they have built reser-
voirs, and towers . And yet there are times when it 
is difficult for all the people to get their sup-
ply. 
This condition has prevailed not only 
from a material viewpoint, but from other view-
points as well. Men have tried to satisfied our 
mental and spiritual thirst. They have invented 
all kinds of schemes . But have not succeeded in 
quenching the thirst. 
Not many people drink enough material wa-
ter. Hence physicians often send them away to 
springs where they are reqiured to drink as a part 
of their t r eatment. We know not many people drink 
enough spiritual water . ~•ater CLEANSES, REVIVES 
and REFRESHES-STIMULATES. 
May we respond to the prompting of the 
Holy Spirit and accept the invitation of the Lord 
Jesus and resort freely to the fountain that he 
has provided for all who thirst • 
• • • • • • • • • •• ~.men ••••••••• •· 
,'\ 4 
Matt. 21:18 1 19 M 
NOW IN THE MORNIIG AS HE RETURNED 
INTO THE CITY, HE HUNGERED. AND 
NHEN HE SAVA FIG TREE IN THE WAY, 
HE CAME TO IT, · AND FOUND NOTHING 
THEREON, BUT LE VES ONLY, Atl) SAID 
UNTO IT, LET NO FRUIT GROW ON THEE 
HENCEFORVJ RD FOR EVER. AND PRESENT-
LY THE FI G TREE \~ ITHERED AWAY. 
On many occasions, during his earthly 
career, Jesus refused to make requisition upon 
his divinity. But elected rather to put himself 
into the position occupied by his brethren in 
the fle sh. 
In his humanity , Jesus was subject to wea-
riness, discouragement, and disappointments. He 
knew the sting and pain of hunger and thirst. 
Jesus, like his brethren, recognized 
signs, and made use of them. When he saw clouds 
arising he predicted rain; when he was thirsty 
he would rro and sit on the curb of a weal ex-
pecting some one to come and give him a drink; 
and when he was a guest in a home he expected 
and looked for the consideration and courtesy 
due him. He expected water for his feet, oil 
for his head, and the kiss of love for his hea-
vy and often sad heart. And when he was hungry 
he went , as he did on the occasion related in 
our text , where food was suppose to be. But 
like his bre t hren then , and like his brethren 
now, e was destined many times to be disappoin-
ted . 
Our thought at this time is: 
SIGNS THAT MISLEAD 
These are: 
OCULAR-FACIAL-VOCAL. 
INTELLECTUAL-VOCATIONAL . 
oOCIAL-FINANCIAL . 
FRATERNAL- POLITICAL • 
. ORAL-RELIGIOUS . 
~hen we have found the real true charac-
ter of things may we learn to act as did our 
Lord. 
Let us not spend our time trying to prime 
a well that is dry. 
There are some trees that will never bear 
fruit, but are onl? fit to be burned. nd t he 
sooner ve learn this the better • 
• • • • • • • • • •. Jo\.men ......... .. 
I • 
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~ug. 7 '38 _Col. 3:3 V 
FOR YE ·RE DEAD,,AND YOUR LIFE 
IS HID 1ITH CHRIST IN GOD. 
Every ones life is tied up in something 
or some one. 
The more we value our life the harder 
we try to secure it. 
I f we are wise we recognilt8the differ-
ent phases of life that demand our attention. 
" e can be at ease and contented only 
as we realize the wisdom, the necessity of en-
trusting our entire life to th~ one who is 
never satisfied with securing o~e or two parts, 
but always is willing to and wishes to save the 
entire life . 
Uay each of us be able to say my life 
is hid with Christ in God . And may we do all in 
our power to keep it there • 
• • • • • • • • • Ame11 • • •••• • 
" 
Aug. 14 1 38 Heb. 12 :4 V 
YE HAVE NOT YET RESISTED UNTO 
BLOOD, STRIVING AGAINST SIN. 
The inclination of the natural man is to 
follow the line of least resistance. 
The spiritual man knows his is to be a 
life of sacrifice, selfdenial. 
The natural man says peace at any price. 
The spiritual man says sure I must fight if I 
would reign, increase my courage Lord. 
The supreme sacrifice is not made in one 
instantageous act, it is a daily process. The 
Apostle Paul gives us the idea when he says, 
I protest I die daily. 
The supreme sacrifice is always made 
in blood. It is the giving of the blood which 
is the life. 
In making the supreme sacrifice we have 
many lives to consider or rather many phases 
of material life to consider. Our BUSINESS 
life, our SOCIAL life, our INDUSTRIAL life, 
our POLITICAL life, our RACIAL and DENOMINA-
tional life. There come times when all of these 
have to be sacrificed for the sake of our SPIR-
ITUAL life. 
May each of us be ever ready to share 
with our Lord in the supreme sacrifice • 
• • • • • • • • • • Amen •••••••••• 
I 
l 
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Aug. 14 1 38 _Luke 22 :31 1 32_ M 
AND THE LORD SAID, SIMON, 
SIMON, BEHOLD, SATAN HATH 
DESIRED TO HAVE YOU, THAT 
HE MAY SIFT YOU AS WHEAT: 
BUT I HA VE PRAYED FOR THEE, 
THAT TH¥ FAITH FAIL NOT: AND> 
'/HEN THOU ART CONVERTED, 
STRENGTHEN THY BRETHREN. 
God has deposited in every one of us 
~reat potentialities; then he has placed at 
our disposal the MEANS, the AGENCIES that we 
may use fqr their developement. It is our 
privilege and duty to use the means and agen-
cies to train and develope for practical use 
the attributes, the qualities that God has 
given to us. 
May we have a t this time for our 
thought and consideration: 
THE SIFTED LIFE 
One of the most pitiful, the most sor-
rowful spectacles upon which to look is a sif-
ted life. 
No one is so skillful, no one is such an 
expert in sifting the saints of the Lord as 
Satan, the arch fiend. He has a sieve for every 
one, for the RICH and the POOR; for the CRUDE, 
UNCULTUR~D, for the CULTURED and REFINED, for 
those who occupy !1' INOR positions and for those 
who occupy Major positions. 
You will find in the great heap that Sa-
tan has sifted from the saints of the Lord all 
kinds of virtues: HONESTY, TRUTHFULNESS, SOBRI-
ety, ALTRUISM , CP~RA.CTER, PIETY SELFRESPECT 
FURIT~ ' ' 
Let us remember that there is only one 
sure way to keep out of Satan's s1~ve, that 
is to have the Lord Jesus interceed for us • 
• • • • • • • • Amen •••••••• 
') 
, , t 
Aug. 21 1 38 Mark 16:16 V 
HE THAT BELIEVE TH AND IS BAPTIZED 
SHALL BE S VEJ1) j BUT HE THAT BE-
LI EVE TH NOT SHALL BE DAMNED. 
With all our bested power and ability, no man 
has the power or ability to save himself, whether 
physically or spiritually. God has planned man's 
salvation, and has given him the rules and laws 
which he must follow if he would enjoy this sal-
vation. And this is true not only of man, but of 
all amimals and all creation. Every thing lmows 
what to do in order to maintain life; and if not 
prohibited, does it. He drinks, eats and sleeps, 
and keeps his body clean, that he may be well and 
healthy and strong. 
But man has a larger life than other animals, 
and therefore has more rules to observe. Some of 
them have to do With his PHYSICAL life and some 
of' them have to do with his SPIRITUAL life. e 
books that tell us all about physical life. But 
not very many people read them. And we have a 
number of books in one volum that tell us all a-
bout spiritual life. But not many people read 
them. Hence we have NURSES, DiiTITIANS, and PHY-
SIANS who read and keep intelligent concerning 
laws for us. And in like manner we have PROPHETS, 
PRIESTS, and POETS and PREACHERS who read the 
spiritual laws and keep us intelligent concerning 
them. So we may just WHAT, WHEN and HOW to do in 
order to get the benefit that has been promised. 
So with preliminary words we come to our sub-
ject for this hour: WHY BE A BAPTIST? 
Because we have INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY 
a)To God. b)To the organization of which we are 
a part. c)To the state and the people in general. 
it reminds us 
Because of our LorctTs DEATH and RESURRECTION 
Because it is our Lord's COMM.AN]} • 
• • • • • • • • • Amen •••••••• • 
, J 
Aug. 21 1 38 Rom. 12:3 M 
FOR I SAY THROUGH THE GRACE 
GIVEN UNTO ME, TO EVERY MAN 
THAT IS AMONG YOU, NOT TO 
THINK OF HIMSELF MORE HIGHLY 
THAN HE OUGHT TO THINK; BUT 
TO THINK SOBERLY, ACCORDING 
AS GOD HATH DEALT TO EVERY 
1\AN THE ME~ SURE OF FAITH. 
Contact with Jesus gives us a new view 
of life. We think with him, we see with him and 
we are expected to act with him. 
1.7 hen we contact Jesus we get a new stan-
da rd by wh ich to jud ge values, then we are ex-
pected to discard old standrads by which we 
have judged ourselves, and by which others have 
j ud ged us. 
The matter of thinking about ourselves 
a nd estimating ourselves is a very important 
matter. For the way we think about ourselves 
wi ll determine not only what we will do with 
ourselves and for ourselves, but what we will 
do with'and for others. It will determine the 
place that we shall occupy in society. Hence 
the exhortation of our text. 
Our text tells us definitely, pointedly 
that we are not to think of ourselves more 
highly than we ought to think. And I think it, 
by implication, also tells us not to think 
more lowly of ourselves than we ought to think. 
According to our text, our thoughts 
about ourselves are to be governed by our FAITH, 
our BELIEF, our DOCTRINE upon which we depend 
for guidance when we can not see and do not know 
our way. The man who can do t his occupies the 
hi ghest, the most lofty position in the world. 
May we learn from the Holy Spirit how to 
think about ourselves and others 
• 
• • • • • • • • men ••••••••• 
, . 
Aug. 28 '38 Mal. 3:16 V 
THEN THEY T~ T FEARED THE LORD 
SPAKE OFTEN ONE TO ANOTHER;AND 
THE LORD HEARKENED, .. JD HEARD IT 
AND A BOOK OF REl\tIEMBRANCE rJ°AS 
WAS WRITTEN BEFORE HIM FOR THEM 
THAT FEARED THE LORD, AND THOUGHT 
UPON HIS NAME. 
No......-one ~~so versatile, ha~so much about 
which to talk as the members of the fr~ternity of 
the redeemed, who fear, revrence, love God. 
The redeemed who fear t he Lord have his 
cause at heart, and are always anxious to do some-
thing for him. 
The redeemed deli ght to meet and sup wi th 
one another, and plan the work of the Lord togeth-
er . 
God is not pleased when his people are si-
lent about him and his cause. God loves to have 
them come together and talk; for their talk is al-
ways worthwhile. 
Most people are always pleased to have their 
fello wme n think enough of what t hey say and do to 
write it in a book. But only a few have this honor. 
More of us s hould have a greater anbition 
not only to have our fellow men take notice of what 
we say and do, and m ke a record of it, but we 
should be ambit'latt ,._ make a re cord of what we say 
and do . it is of unspeakable value to have God 
numbe r us among the WHO is 1VHO in his boo k of re-
me mbrance . 'Aay the attitude of each of us tow~rds 
God be such as to merit ot~ being in his BOOK. 
• • • • • • • • men ••••••• 
I 
j 
\ 
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I 
Ps. 27:L.C.5 V 
HE SHALL SET ME UP UPON A 
ROCK. 
Th8 way over which we journey in this 
old world is none too sure. Though we select 
our paths with the 0 reatest care we find many 
dan~erous places in all of them. Quagmires 
and quicksands are found in all of them. 
Every phase of our life is built with 
fear and trembling. We are never quite sure 
of the foundation upon which we endeavor to 
build . 
1' e need, every one of us in these days 
of doubt and uncertainty to et in the posi-
tion that will enable us to sing, On Christ 
the soli d Rock I stand, all other ground is 
sinking sand. 
We all need to be set upon this Rock 
in our DOMESTIC life. For every other phase of 
life is shaped very largely by our domestic fif 
life. 
The re is no evidence that our SOCIAL 
life is built upon a sure foundation. And our 
social life and oµr ECONOMIC and INDUSTRIAL 
life are inseperatiely connected. The economic 
and industrial life can not make much progress 
without our social life. 
\1e are in need of a more sure found a-
t ion for our EDUCATIONAL life. An educational 
system that is not built upon the principles 
of the Master is a dangerous s ys tem. 
Our FOLITICAL structure today is being 
built upon a faulty foundation. 
Even in our RELIGIOUS life we must go 
beyond Cephas, Paul and John for a sure foun-
dation. For other foundation can no man lay 
than t hat i s laid , whic h is CHRIST. 
\'lay we realize that our entire life in 
order to be safe and secure needs to be govern-
ed _ by the teachings of the MASTER. 
• • • • • • • • • men ••••••••• 
" 
ug. 28 '38 Phil . 2:L . C. 12 1 13 M 
··10RK OUT YOUR 0\ N SALV TION WITH 
FEAR AND TREMBLING, FOR IT IS GOD, 
11.'HICH 1~iORKETH I YOU BOTH TO WILL 
AND TO DO OF HIS GOOD PLE SURE . 
God could confer no greater honor upon, 
nor entrust no greater responsibility to man than 
when he permits us to have an important part in 
workin out our own salvation. For this is what 
every real red blooded man craves. 
s a citizen in the kingd om of God he does 
not wish to be on the spiritual welfare . He wishes 
the privilege of praying for himself, of assuming 
his own res ponsibility of selecting and offering 
his own sacrifice . 1tan has these desires because 
God dwells in him and has made him so. 
So long as man is normal he has these de-
sires, and see ks by every means possible to real-
ize them . Hence through the ages he has been in-
venting different methods by which to work out his 
salvation. 
Then he has had many ideas as to the na-
ture of his salvation. Some times he has thought 
of his salvation as consisting of material pos-
sessions . Hence he sought. to increase his land 
holdings, his herds and his f l ocks, his talents 
of gold and his talents of silver . nd to do this 
he used the I NDUSTRIAL met hod . He was up late and 
early. He worked hard himself, and worked others 
even harder . tie used also the MILITARY method and 
wa ged war a 0 ainst his nei ghbor and took his pos-
sessions . 
Some times he has thought of his salva-
tion as consisting of intellectual attainments . 
So he has built colleges and universities and 
maned them with those who h~d much wisdom'and 
knowle ge, and invested them with authority to 
teach and confer degrees, and make more e 
0 wisdo m and knowledge . And they have thou/ffit1 artd 
tought that all who would subscribe to this pro-
gram would be saved, and all who would not must 
be lost . 
But the important, the most significant 
method that man has used by which to obtain sal- _ 
vation has been the SACRIFICI L method. unde r his 
method untold numbers of beasts have been offer~d. 
This method culminated in Christ the 3reat sacri-
fice. 
Bur e ven now, how practica lly t o app ro-
ori ate Jesus our gre a t sacrifice is no easy prob-
l Bm. Nor is thAre any one universal method for do-
ino- this . So in our modern conception of salva~on, 
and of wh ~t it consists we have not made much im-
provement upon the ancients. For, ,if we are to 
judge by the way men act to day in the church and 
out of the church we must conclude that they to? 
think of s al vation in terms of material possessions, 
and intellectual attai nments . nd they use the same 
method to obtain t hem. 
Let us reme mber that the salvation about 
A ID TO DO OF HIS GOO PLEASURE . 
God could confer no greater honor upon, 
nor entrust no greater responsibility to man than 
when he permits us to have an important part in 
working out our own salvation. For this is what 
every real red blooded man craves . 
As a citizen in the ki ngd om of God he does 
not wish to be on the spiritual welfare . He wishes 
the privilege of praying for himself. of assuming 
his own res ponsibility of selecting and offering 
his own sacrifice . Man has these desires because 
God dwells in him a nd has made him so . 
So long as man is normal he has these de-
sires, and seeks by every means possible to real-
ize them . Hence through the ages he has been in-
venting different methods by which to work out his 
salvation. 
Then he has had many ideas as to the na-
ture of his salvation. Some times he has thought 
bf his salvation as consisting of material pos-
sessions . Hence he sought to increase his land 
holdings, his herds and his flocks, his talents 
of gold and his talents of silver. And to do this 
he used the INDUSTRIAL method . He was up late and 
early . He worked hard himself, and worked others 
even hard e r. lie used also the MILI'I1ARY method and 
waged war a gainst his neighbor and took his pos-
sessions . 
Some times he has thought of his salva-
tion as consisting of intellectual attainments . 
So he has built colleges and universities and 
maned them with those who h~d much wisdom 'and 
knowle dge , and invested them with authority to 
teach and confer de grees, and make more 9 
wisdo m and knowledge . And they have thougfi.f-1 ~J'a 
taught that all who would subscribe to this pro-
gram would be savect , ano all who would not must 
be lost . ---
But the important t he most signific ant 
method that man has used b~ whic h to obtain sal-
vation has been the SACRIFICIAL method . under t his 
method untold numbers of beasts have been offered. 
This method culminated in Christ the sreat sacri-
fice . 
Bur e ven now, how practica lly to appro-
pri ate Jesus our great sacrifice is no easy prob-
lP-m. Nor is t,h0re any one universal method for do-
ing this . So in our modern conception of salva~on, 
and of wha t it consists we have not made much im-
prove ment upon the ancients . For, ,if we are to 
judge by the way men act to day in the church and 
out of the church v;,, e must conclude that they too 
think of salvation in terms of material possessions, 
and intellectual attainments . nd they use the same 
method to obtain t hem. 
Let us reme mber that the salvation about 
,hich the apostle Paul is talking here in our t~xt 
is eternal life secured to us through Jesus Christ 
our Lord. 
. .••••• Amen ••••••• 
t 
Aug. 28 1 38 I Pet. 3:F.C.l~ N. H. 
BUT GR01,V IN GRACE , AND IN THE 
KNO\\ LED GE OF OUR LOR]J: AN.I!) SAVIOUR 
JESUS CHRIST. 
A GROWI G MINISTER 
Every one who would render the best and great-
est _service, and be most helpful must GROW, DE-
VELOPE, MAKE PROGRESS, ADVANCE. This is doubly 
true of the minister; for he has more obligations 
and responsibilities upon him, more duties to per-
form than any other man. 
s other men who have gre a t duties to perform, 
the minister must grow PHYSI CALLY. And there was 
never a day when he greater opportunities and fa-
cilities for growth placed at his disposal than 
he bas today. He may engage in all the innocent 
recreational games. And there are manual duties 
that will help him to grow physically, whic h he 
may perform. 
The minister must grow 1ENJALLY. It is his -
privilege and duty to ma ke use)\ the schools, libra-
ies, lecture courses, and travels . 
But these phases of growth that I have mention-
ed are only a means to an end. The real growth in 
which the minister must major anct excel is SPIRI-
TUAL. He is exhorted to grow in GRACE, in favor 
with God from whom he must receive his ability, 
and in favor wi t h man for whom and with whom he 
us es this ab i 1 i t y. 
Let us think seriously upon what the church 
has done during this period to make the minister's 
growth possible. The church has believed in him. 
Praye d for him. Have told the public about h' 
f · ne 1 · t · H 1 s 7 qua 1,1es . ave cooperated with him and h 1 him carry out his programs for the chur e ped 
muni ty. ch and com-
• •••• Amen ••••• 
l 
Se:eh..J:l 1 38 V 
FOR J SOFTEN S YE EAT THIS BREAD, 
·AJ 1J DRINK THIS CUP, YE DO SH.EW 
THE LORD'S DEATH TILL HE COME. 
In most live s there are fuatters FRI.~RY, 
and matters secondary, mat ters SSSENT IAL, and 
matte r s incidental. But every thing in the life 
of Jesus was RL,JillY and ESSENRIAL. There is no 
Dlace in his for incidentals • ... 
Bu man is limited . nd because he is lim-
ited he looks at every thing comparati vely. 
Things a re grea t or small according to his way 
of lookin~ at the m. So the climax act in the 
1aster 1 s earthly career was his death on Calvery . 
And he feels, that whate ver Alse pe for gets in 
the Maste r's career, he milst remember his deat h. 
For man all else in the career of Jesus 
is summed up in his death . In his ~death man 
finds the .A.TONE.O~. T, the RECONC ILJJ TION, JUSTI-
FICATIO - , a nd S.t\J CTIFIC ·TION . HENCE the exhorta-
tion of our text . 
When we think of our Lord's daeth we think 
of LOVE . For it was love t hat mad e him submit to 
the will of the Father. 
The COt.JR.t\GE of Jesus is seen in his death. 
No one could fane the enemy as did Jesus with-
out courage, valor, bravery . 
r e can not think of the death of Jesus 
,v i t.hout thinking of his F.H.ITH and COI-lFIDENCE . 
Let us share this service often, · so that 
• 1,,v e may ha ve before us always the full value of 
Jesus. 
• •••••••• Amen ••••••••• 
• 
Oct . 9 1 38 --- M 
ENLARGF, THE L ' C OF THY TENT, 
A m L. "T THEI STRECH FORTH TnE 
CURTAINS OF THINE HABITATIONS : 
SP RE NOT , LENGT:F-mN THY CORDS, 
AND STR~NGTnEN THY STAKES ; FOR 
THOU SH LT BRE ' K FORTH O TI-iE 
RIGHT Ht-\.ND AND OJ THE LEFT; 
Ar THY s, ED SHALL I NHERIT THE 
GENT ILE, , AND MAJ<:.E THE DESOLATE 
CITIES TO BE INP.u-\BI TED . 
MAKIN r A L~'qGER LACE FOR OUR RELIGION . 
Since the cursed fall in the garden of Eden 
man's career, from every viewpoint has been a 
checkered one . He has been some times 11p and some 
times down . Some times he has been par~icular ly 
i~t~rested in t,he way of the Lord and some times 
h~;wondered in forbidden paths. · 
There have been times when man bas sung with 
all earnestness and sincerity, One thing have I 
des ired of the Lord, and that will I seek after; 
that I may dwee1 in the house of the Lord all the 
days of my life to behold the beauty of the Lord 
and to enriu:i.re in hj_s temple . 
B11t most of the time man has desired many 
things, and he has sou ::, ht, a fter t:hem . He has not 
always beer very choice in the way in uhich he 
has sought after the things that he has desired . 
~ hen his f ellowman has gotten in his way, he has 
beaten him, robbed him and l eft him half dead or 
entirely dead an~ one on with his search for the 
things that he has desired . 
' nd now man ' s life is so cluttered up with 
all kinds of things , that RELIGION that was once 
the qneen of his life can hradl.1/ fine a n ab .ding 
place in his life . So the words of our text come 
to all of 11s wi th renewed emphasis . 
In or more serions moments I think all of 
1:1s are conscious of the fa~t that we are not mak-
ing as lar~e A pla • . 0 
• · ce 1n onr life for our reli gion 
lA $ We S"1ol..<. L::L, 
I 
I 
I 
I, i 
(2) 
In order to make a larger place for our 
religion we must know the purpose of religion. 
Ne must know that it is intended to strengthen, 
and beautify all life. 
Ve must see that a lar8er place for re-
ligion is an universal need. For it will not be 
of much profit to those of us who must live and 
work together if we <lo not make the same prepar-
ation so that we shall be qualified to take our 
place . Oil ann water will not mix, light and dark-
nens have no fellowship. 
There iR nee d for a larger place for our 
religion in: 
Our DO TESr IC life. · g reater use should be made 
the BIBLE, our HYJviNS, 011 r SPIRITUAL TRADITIONS. 
The old days of the CATECHISM bring to us most 
pleasant memories when the Pastor had something 
defihite to cto when he visited the home. 
Our SCHOOL life could stand a s reat deal more 
good religion. Onr edncation is not, can not be 
finished until ea ch pupil has a thorough train-
ing in the christian religion . 
Our INDUSTRIAL-ECONOMIC life would be much bet-
ter off if more were made of religion. 
Our SOCIAL-1 ECRATIONAL life would be more help-
f1l and more cond11cive to happiness if we had 
more religion in it 0 
Let us engage the aid and assistance of 
him who knows how to increase our capacity for 
religion. 
• ••••••••• Amen •••••••••• 
• 
C: 
Luke ~0:17 .M 
AND HE BEHELD THEM, AND SAID, 
WHAT IS THIS TEIBIN THAT IS WRITTEN, 
THE STENE WHICH THE BUILD.lmS R.l!:-
JECTED THE SAME IS BECOME THE HEAD 
OF THE CORNER? 
There are and always have been many bui lders, 
wor kin upon all kinds of structures. 
The character of the struct ure that th~y have 
builded has always determined the kind of mate-
rial that they have used. 
11hether these structures have been material 
moral or spiritual the builders have used the 
same rule. 
So it i s not to be wondered at that the very 
best mater ial has been reje cted from some of the 
structures. But these structures have not stood 
the test, they have not lasted. And they have 
been ultimately re p t~iated and the rejected has 
been received and put into place of the repud i-
~ted. 
The greatest structures that men build are 
mo ral and spiritual, and they can be properly 
built only as the ri ght kind of materi al goeB 
into them. 
Through the ages men have tried to build 
these according to their own philosophy, accord-
ing to their own ri ght eousnes s . To such charac-
ters Jesus add ressed the words of our text. 
Let us remember, every one of us is a build-
er, and sooner or later m~At ~ive an account of 
what kind of struct11re e have been building. 
In building the physical structure there are 
certain materials that are a bsolutely necessa-
ry, if we would have a good strong healthy body. 
You may t ake into your system many things that 
f or a \hile may make yon feel fine, but the fine 
f ee lin 0 pFl.S s es away anci yo 11 feel wor s e than you 
would have if yon had never taken them into your 
s ystem· or life . 
To be certain of a ~ood st rong spiritual 
s truct ure, whatever else yo u leave out you must 
take in CHRIST, who is all inclusive. 
ay each of us reject him no mo re but make 
him the head of the corner of our st; ucture · 
• . . . . . . . . • . ,uen • •••••••• 
I') 
Wtt1::n,.._ 
Oct. 1 6 1 38 ------- John 6 :35 V 
AND JESUS SAID UNTO THE?, I 
'l THE BREAD OF LIF ~: HE THAT 
COME TH TO ME SP.Ji.LL NEVER HUN-
GER; A.ID HE THAT B~LI~V~TH ON 
JE SHALL N~V~R THIRST. 
No pain is more excruciating nor more 
f atal, if a llowed to conttnue, than that caus-
ed by HUJ G-ER and THIRST. 
One of the greatest problems of the age 
is to ma] e ,.,, __ , all men know that the r e is an 
bundant supply of bread in this old world, 
enough to appease the hnnger o f every one, and 
to get them to lAarn how to 3At their supply . 
God was very careful not to craate man 
until he had created every thing necessary to 
his peace comfort a no happiness. 
-/;;;..-YI~ 
en from immemorial ha ve lived on gre a t 
farms. But havt wai ted for some great agricul-
tural chemist to come and reveal to them the 
real value of the soil. 1en have lived over 
all kinds of great mine, but hey meant noth-
ing o them because they did not know that they 
were living so close to coal mines, copper 
mines , silver mines and golct mines . 
Men a re living , often next door to gre at 
sages, philcso hers and prophets: they are liv-
ing in a stone's throw of great universit ies, 
museums and libraries. But they are uninformed 
and ignorant of the great facts that they ought 
to know ana enjoy . 
''.e need t o let the chemist tell us about 
the f ood value of certain materials that we ha ve 
all about us J and appease our hunger. Let the 
little child that knows the path to the spring 
lead us t o it and · uench our thirst. 
THE! HUNGER AND THIRST THAT vVE DO NOT 
(JUENCH 
because we will not learn how. Let us learn tha t 
the BREAD and 7AT "R of life arE? in our midst • 
• • • • • • • • • Amen ••••••••• 
I 
.t 
! 
I 
I 
_Qct. 23 1 38 Luka 14 :30 V 
THIS Iv AN BEGAN TO BUILD, AND 
\1 S NOT aBLE TO FINISH. 
We meet persons constantly, who when we 
speak to them about bettering their condition, 
changing their way of living, they say I FL.AN 
to do better, I plan to change my way of living. 
The world is filled wit h people, who from 
time immemorial have been making plans, good 
plans , but they never get the courage to execute 
them. 
11e ought to know why so many people, and 
why we so often ourselves make plans , good plans 
but never carry them out . 
If we look into the matter we shall find · 
that most people fai l to execute their plans for 
two or three very important r easons . They have 
not found out just what is involved in the plans 
that they make . They have not counted the cost. 
They have not been able to impress others with 
the import ance of their plans, and Hence fail to 
1et necessary cooperation. 
Unexecuted plans in our spiritual life 
not only hind er us as individuals, but they hin-
der the entire cause wit h which we are identi-
fied. 
The kingdom of God waits upon you and me 
to get coura e;e and exe~ute our plans. 
J~ay we bG governed by the spirit of God 
and begin from now on to execllte the good plans 
t ha t we have made • 
• • • • • • • • • • Amen •••••••••• 
' I 
I 
Out. 23 '38 Eph. '3 :? McD. 3 • M. ---
' . .'HEREOF I WAS }AADE A l ,INISTER, 
ACCORDING TO THE GIFT OF THE 
GRACE OF GOD GIVEN UNTO ME BY 
THE EFFECTUAL ~,ORK.ING OF HIS 
FOWER. 
The minister has been among us so long, 
and so constantly nntil most people, for one 
reason or another have failed to g ive him the 
thought and consideration that he deserves and 
should have. 
And when he has be en c onsidered he has 
too oft en been thought of as a mystic whose 
business 'it is to live out of the flesh and 
to have es the tic and ethereal dreams. 
But some, like ourselves have thought of 
the minister as God's messenger, who makes 
kno,, n to the people the will of C}od and one 
Dho strives to hav8 t he people do the will of 
God. 
The masse s do not take the time to study 
the minister in detail. Hence they do not know 
the HB.TllRE of the minister, they do not know 
his FUNCTIONS nor the R!JWARD that i s due him. 
These anniversary occasions make it op-
portune and easy fo _r us to study these attri-
butes of the minister. 
When we study tha NATURE of the minister 
we find out how and by whom he is made; how he 
is expected to act; ano where he lives . 
',Vhen we study the FUNCTIONS of tbe m1n1s-
ter we find out that they are legislative; ex-
ecutive; and cJud ici al. 
'/hen we st11dy the REWARD t hat is due the 
minister we find that it is material; mental; 
a nd s p iritual. 
k ay thi s occasion serve t o make the church 
and minister 11 nderstand one another better • 
• • • • • • • • An1en •••••••• 
• 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
M 
LIFE IS MORE THAN MEAT. WHAT 
IS YOUR LIFE? 
A Living requires you to gather in and 
accumulate material substances; to ge t all you 
can from without . 
A Life demands recognition and develope-
ment of ~hat is within. 
Those who have devoted thei r time, thought 
and ene r gy simply to make a living may have left 
houses and land and bank accounts, but nothing 
more . 
Those who have made a Life the object of 
all their endeavors have sac rificed and practiced 
selfdenial. They have been willing to suffer and 
forfeit all things temporal, become poor tha t oth-
ers might be r ich. 
God has placed every thing at our disposal , 
and works with us to help make a Life. His desire 
and aim is to pe r petuate himself in us . 
If we seek simply to make a living we use 
almost exclusively carnal, material agencies . But 
when we seek to make a Life we recognize the great 
moral and spiritual agencies placed at our dispo-
sal . We nse ritual, pageants , son::;s and prayers , 
and sacred literature. 
~ay we lear n from the agencies that we use 
what we are trying to make , a living or a Life . 
May we reme mbe r that when we seek simply 
to make a living that we work alone for ourselves 
and we invest for ourselves . But if we are seeking 
to make a Life we work and invest th 
1 at others as we 1 as ourselves may be benefited. 
us seek the life that God wishes us to 
be . • ••• . ••• • Amen .......... . 
I 
l 
I I , , 
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Nov . 6 1 38 Luke 10 :33 134 V 
BUT rt CERTAIN S ] TJ-\RI AN , AS HE 
J OURNEYED , CAME WHERE HE WAS ; 
ND 11HEN HE SAW HIM , HE HAD COM-
P, SSI ON ON HIM. AND WENT TO HIM , 
Al\1D BOUND UP HIS VOUNDS , POURING 
I J OIL i~ND "JINE , AND S :.i T HL[ ON 
HIS O1/ N BE ST , 1. ND BROUGHT HIM 
TO r INN , .!UID TOOK CARE OF HIM. 
The ancient city of Jerusalem in the 
land of Judea t ypi f ies in a very vivid way the 
New J erusalem , wh ich is another name for the city 
of the living God . 
Jericho may properly represent the ma-
terial , commercial world and all that goes with 
it . 
The way from the holy , the heavenly to 
the unri ghteous is always infested with all kinds 
of wickedness , ~gencies that disrobe those who 
are journeying away from Jer nsalem towards Je r i -
cho . 
It is the business of the good patrole 
this ~icked way and try to give · t leas t fir s t 
ID to the unfortunate who have been robbed of 
their mQrali ty , virtue anu. grace 2 ... nd all that is 
good and valuable and left upon the high way 
half dead . 
It is our privilege and du t y to carry 
i th us our first ID kit . '1·rn should have it hid 
in our hearts so that whenever there is need , and 
there is always need , we may , like the good Sa-
maritian, use it . 
',le should make the ,·v·ord of God our first 
AID kit • Wk&dl 
The church should always b6 the inn to "' 
we ought to be bringing some one every day whom 
we have found wo unded ttp~t~Jupon the way that 
goes from Jerusalem to Jericho • 
• • • • • • • • Amen ••• ••• • • 
, -, 
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Nov . 6 1 38 Mark 5 : 18 , 19 M 
AND 1-7HE HE \ AS COME INTO THE S.Hl--P 
HE THAT HAD BEEN POSSESSED ~,rrn 
THE DEVIL P&-\YED HI •,1 THAT HE 
I1i' I GHT BE 'V ITH HIM. • HO rBEIT JESUS 
SUFFERED nilVI NOT, BUTS ITH UNTO 
HIM, GO HOJ'"-W. TO THY FRIENDS , AND 
TELL THE [ HO fol GRE1- T THINGS THE 
LORD HATH DONE FOR THEE, AND HATH 
HAD COMP A..SS ION ON THEE. 
The home furnishes us the outstanding oppor-
tunity to pnt our reli gion into practice, to nse 
it to the gr e test advantage . 
Nhether among the ~iv ili~ed or among the un-
ci vili~~a the home is the basic institution From 
the home light r ad i tes or from the h me gloom 
and cloud cast their shadow , and throw darkness 
upon all life . 
Most people select some place other than the 
home in which to do their great wo rk , in which to 
shine in their atta inments , in which to prove the 
gcnuine nass of ·heir religion . 
Bu t here in the words of our t e x t Jesus gives 
recognition to the homA that we should never for-
get. 
Hov muc h eas ier it is for most people t o ge t 
01t and do things in public whe re they have a big 
audience to wi tness and cheer the m on. 
HOl'.lli ORK I 1  RELIGION 
In the right kind of home, the home that is 
governed by the principles of the Master, we find 
a sympathy and cooperation that me fo und nowhere 
else as we endeavor to wor k 011t in a practical way 
our rcligiot1s problems . 
·n!hen we endeavor to 
problems in the home we 
that makes the solution 
work out our reli g ious 
create there an atmosphere 
easie r a nd more genuine 
and comnlete . 
The home furnishes a he lpful freedom rorn 
~ __,.,. ... orcna..LITfe-s as we Gnoeavor to woi-·k out our reli..: 
0
ious pro bl ems . . . . . . 
May we in connection wit~ our rel1g1ous ~1fe 
as with other phases of our life be ~bla to sing 
Home sweet home; there is no place like home. 
• • • • • • • • • men ••••••••• 
" 
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NovL_!3 1 38 M --
BUT THERE . RE SOlVlE OF YOU THAT 
BELIEVE NOT. F6R JESUS KNEW 
• FROM THE BEGINNING WHO THEY 
.VERE THAT BELIEVED NOT, ND WHO 
SHOULD BETRAY HIM. AND HE SAID, 
THEREFORE SAID I UNTO YOU J..... THAT 
J{O · 1AN CAN COME UNTO ME , ~ "- CEPT 
IT WERE GIVEN UNTO HIM OF MY 
F 1-\THER. FROM THA'r TiivlE MANY OF 
HIS DISCIPLES VIENT BACK, AND 
W/:J...KED NO MORE ',VITH HIM. THEN 
SA.ID JESUS TJNTO THE TWELVE, WILL 
YE ALSO GO AWAY? THE l SIMON PE-
TER ANS mRED HIM, LORD, TO WHOM 
SP..ALL NE GO? THOU HAST THE WORDS 
OF ETERNAL LIFE. AND WE BELIEVE 
. ND RE SURE THAT TH.OU ART THAT 
CHRIST, THE SON OF THE LIVING 
GOD. 
There have always been ~eriods whe n the 
cause of Christ and his disciples, and even 
Christ himself have been pnt to the most se-
vere test . Only the real, the genuine have 
been able to stand the test . 
Not every one who i s in the procession 
with God 's people i s a true disciple of the 
Lord Jesus. 
No one can be really attracted to the 
Lord Jesus and his cause except the love of 
God is shed abroad in his heart . He must act-
uated by the fact, that God first loved him. 
These test pe riods are good for the in-
div id uals who are tested, ani for the cause 
¼ith which they are identified. For every cause 
has its obli gations, its responsibilities, and 
its probl~ms. Ana these are greater in no nause 
than in the canse of Christ. For his cause has 
to do not alone with time, but with eternity as 
vie ll. CHRIST THE P'B::RM.H.NENT TTRACTION 
Neither Christ nor his cause has any 
" 
(2) 
permanent attraction for men except they be-
lieve some very definite things about Christ. 
They must believe that Christ has something 
for them that they need, that no one else can 
sup ly. 
Men who wonld b~ attracted by Christ 
mus t not only believe th~t Christ has something 
that they need that no one else can supply, but 
they mus t believe that Christ is something that 
no one else is. 
We should be enco1rrage d and strengthened 
by the fact that Christ is not effected in his 
nttracti vene ss by incidentals, nor should his 
disciples and his cause be. Christ in us should 
be attractive to all Races, Classes; the Rich, 
and the Poor recognize his beauty, the literate 
and t he illiterate; the good and the bad are 
d rawn to him . 
Christ is attractive in all seasons a nd 
every day . He does not have to waite for Sunday, 
or some special day to be attractive . 
Christ does not have to don a certain 
garb in order to be a ttra ctive . 
1' ay each of us be attractive always , ev-- " 
erywhere because the attractive Christ is in us. 
Let us remember that when Christ att racts 
he always has something ~ ith which to reward 
those who are a ttracted to him. And may we who 
repre s ent him and his cause be qualified al-
ways to do the same • 
• • • • • • • • • • Amen •••••••••• 
.. 
• 
Nov. 20 '38 _Ps. 19: "I M 
... 
THE L OF THE LORD IS FEP.FECt, 
C0NVERTING TP.u:1 SOUL: The TES-
TI ONY OF THE LORD IS SURE, 
t~AK I 1 :r :.tISE THE SIMPLE 0 
Law i s a sacred institution, providing 
it come from the pro pe r source . And there is 
one and only one proper source , God. 
God's Law is always impartial. It i s 
iven for the good of all . This can not al~ays 
be said abo11t man's law. For too often man •·s 
law is intended and is given for the few, the 
chosen. 
But any lavJ , whet her man's or God ' s must 
understood , respectect and practiced if it is to 
be o f any profit or valne. Nost manmade law is 
difficult to 11nderstand, and must be constantly 
interpreted by experts for ordinary folks. And 
men have insisted 11pon having experts to inter-
pret God ' s Law not because ·God has made his Law 
difficult, but because the masses are not will-
in3 to take the time and stndy and know the Law 
for themselves. 
Al l kinds of thing s happen to those who 
do not kno\ ann therefore ct o not re gard God's 
Law; the body be comes sick, the mind is impaired, 
and the s0111 is cte9ressed . 
For all in such a state the words of 011r 
text is a message of enconrA.gement anrl inspira-
tion . The Law, thP. Testimony of the Lord engages 
to remedy al1 disoraers of body mind ann spirit. 
In order to keep in a well , normal con-
dition the soul must feed upon tha t which God has 
provided. r;;any sonls like ma ny borlies are anae-
mic because rnen no not regard God 's Law of spi-
itual dietetics. 
L.n.\· 
Le us all give more attention to God 1 s 
and have our body mind and spiri·t restored 
•••••••• Arnen. • • • • • • • • • • • 
.. , 
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Ps . 1 : t5 M 
't'HE r ORD KNO','l1·JTH THE \\ Y OF THE 
RI GJ-iTEOTJ._.J: F3 J't' THE ,:,-1-\.Y OF THE 
Ul 1}0DLY ~JlliLL PE ~ISH. 
• Life has two ways ; one is uncertain , 
haphazard ; the othc:. r is ce :ttain , sure; one is 
crooked and che1.n£5ing , bnt broad; the other is 
straight, b11t narrow; one way is built by a 
thousand engineers; t e other way is built by 
jJst three : the FathAr , Son and the Holy Spir it . 
God knows both ways . But he kno ws just 
one way for his people , the ri ~hteous . He has 
built t,he bridges and the tnnnels, hi. Son has 
tested them, anci the Holy ;:ipirit has led mnlti -
tudes safely over ,nd t:.hrough them . He kno •11s the 
way . 
In the jonrney of life \·•e dec ide upon 
many es1 inati ons . That is easy. But how to 
rea 0h t ese de 8tinations i s not so easy . J ust 
what routes to jo 11rney VJe do not always know . 
Often 'He make the wpole journey from 
onA place to anothe r without knowing one rod of 
the _·\ ay . 
The r1ay of the righteo1is is a pe rsoni-
fie d way . The righteous do not have to <Jonsul t 
maps and char ts . They do not even need a compass 
to gui rl them. For nnd er the g uidance of the Holy 
Spirit they uet their bearings fr_pm th8 BOOK be-
fore they start . nd then they follo w a person. 
The way of t he ri gh teous i s an attrac-
tive way . i~any historic scAns greet us as we 
journey . First we are A.ttractea. by the Old Tes-
tament scenes , b9 _:j_nn in3 with the gardeg of E-
1, en. . ··:e see the historic serpent , we see t he 
first mncterer , i11i=:: see thG earth ctelud 6 ec1. by a 
flood, s ee Abram leaving his father Terah in 1he 
land of Ur anct m~kin: his way to a land that God 
had promised to show him , we see Lot's wife loo -
:i:ng back upon 1· rJe h 1rni nr.; r:i ties of Sodom and 
Gomorrah anc1 tnrnin[; t o a l)illar of salt . ··;e see 
~b r aham ready to offer his son Isaac as a sacri-
fice . 
''.'e shA.11 see the children in Egyptian 
bcnA 0 ,:;0 f',... /1()0 :r 0 i'... . ~. ill~ ... ~al r-r-il'? 1\l'os~g 1 .a( -
inR them onr of b nda r~e i nt o the ,·/ilderness. v e 
s h 1J 7isit t wo Old Testament c ities and learn 
som -,thins a. bo11t ·,1 h i .t hap9e ne , in th~m . Weshall 
spend some ti110 :L~ thc3 t1ome of one or t\'JO of the 
prophets. ',: e sha l 7. li:,t E7.;ekiel tell llS abo11t 
so me of the things thnt he saw in his visions . 
Then we shall spe nd some time VJ i th Daniel and 
the three Eebre w children .. nd have tnem tell us 
a bout their exp'3rience in a lion's den and in a 
f · r ey furna ce. \'.e shall not stop to talk with 
Jonah as he cor1e ::i ont of the whale . 
As we journEiy we come upon the scenes 
of the New Testament and the Life of Jesur . In 
the New Testame nt pe rio d w~ start at Bethl.hem 
un,1 we eri-i on Cal vary. 
The t.'ay of the Lo.rd leads out of dark-
nes5 into light , out of poverty into we~lth , 
w a , r o11 o J Ourne • 
Often ~e make the whole journey from 
onA place to another wit hout knowing one rod of 
the _way . 
The way of t he ri ghteo11s is a personi-
fied way . 'The righteous no not have to consnlt 
maps and charts . They do not even need a nompass 
to guid them. F'or under the guidance of the Holy 
Spirit they 3et their bearings from the BOOK be-
fore they star t . nnd then they follow a pe r son. 
The way of the ri ghteous is an a t trac-
tive way . Many historic s cens greet us as we 
journey. First we a r e attracted by the Old Tes-
tament scenes, b ' ,.).n:1ing with the gardetJ of E-
den . ~e see the htstori c se r pent , we see t he 
fir~t muderer , WP. see the earth nelud ,sed. by a 
flood, see Abram leaving his father Terah in 1he 
land of Ur and mnkin :- his vay to a land th?~t God 
had promised to sho w him , we see Lot's wi fe look-
ing baGk upon the h 1rnine; r:i ties of Sodom and 
.romorrah an<i turninG t o a pillar of salt . ·,, e see 
nbr aham ready to offer hi s son Isaac as a sacri-
fice • 
1"e shall see the children in Egyptian 
b o 10 y~nrs, , S~ - ~OSRS 1 a 
ing them onr of b a nd a -3:e into the Vl ilderness. Ve 
s ha l i s i t two Old Testament c ities and lea.rn 
s omething a bout wha t happ8ne in them . Weshall 
spend some tii e in the home of one or two of the 
prophets . 1,1.e shal 1 1At E?:ekiel tt:11 l1s abollt 
s ome of the things tha t he saw in his visions . 
Then we shall s peno some time with Daniel and 
the three Eebrew chilnren ~nct have them tell us 
about their exper ience in lion's den and in a 
firey furna ce. 'i;e shall net stop to talk with 
Jonah as he cor1e s out of the whale 0 
A_s we journey we come upon the scenes 
of the ~ew Testament and the Life of Je sus . In 
the New Testament pe rio d wa start at Be thlehem 
a n,: we e n d on Cal varv • ., 
The ~1ay of the Lo.r d leads out of dark-
ness into light , out of poverty into wealth , 
out of death into life , 011t of anxiety into 
calm and e a se . 
i'fay al 1 of n~ 1Je nm-n.bere d a mong the 
righteous , who v.ialk i n the \ a of the Lord • 
• • o o ••• o o Amen •• • • ••• • • 
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De_c.;;_._4_1 38 Mark 13:33 V 
TAKE HEED , 1: .n TCH n1 D PRAY: FOR 
YE KNO' "J OT ~ffIBN THE TIME rs. 
There i s no exercise in which people en-
s a ge with more satisfaction ~nd enthusiasm 
than thrt of watching , providing they are al-
lowed to decide '- ' horn and ~hat , how and when 
t hey are to watch . 
There are interests\ ith which every one 
o f us has to do that, we should watch and guard 
with s pecial care . 
The roper Kind of watching is always ac-
companied with praye r. \iatching Without praye r 
becomes carnal, selfish , a nd creates fear and 
suspicion. 
There is no ca.use as the cause of Christ 
that demands watchf ulness on the part of those 
.J ho a re \ orkin , in it . For Christ himself has 
made known the aim , the pu r pose , the objective 
sought in his cause and the motive that should 
prompt those \ ho labor , watch and pray in it.. 
There are a great number of laborers in 
the cause of t he Lord , anct it is 01r duty to 
watch over· one another with brotherly love . 
There 0an be no harmony and working together 
if we do not watch one another and the cause 
tl1c:.t t he Lord has entrusted to us . One will be 
taring down as fast as another is endeavo ring 
to build up. 
'Ne need to watch PROGRAMS , MOVEMENTS , OB-
JECTIVES , and i~:ETHODS and to know through the 
1-eachin· of th Holy Spirit whether t~hey are 
in accord with the mind of the Master or not . 
Let us watch ourselves and pray for our-
s elves and for o~hers as we work in the cause 
of Christ • 
• • • • • • • • • • .ttmer1 •••••••••• 
r 
.i..,ec. 4 '38 M 
ND, BEHOL , THERE CAME • LEPER AND 
'.'' ORSHIFPED HIM, S1YING, LORD IF THOU 
WILT , THOU c.,... ST r~ AKE ·tE CLE • 
Men go a r ound with moral and physical ail -
ments . But they are not always conscious of the 
effect t.hese mal adies have upon their moral and 
physical life. They do a }\'Jays th ink of them-
selves as being unc1ea.n and contaminating . 
Hence they circulate in society as though they 
were clean., an ct did not perniciously effect 
evAry body and every thing thAy touch . 
These people carry with them impure blood 
a nd diseased minds . They cause posterity to be 
... e r nicionsly effected physically, mentally , mor-
ally an· ne ces sarily spiritually . 
This man of 011r text har1 the ad vante,ge of 
many; .for he had a terrible malady and knew it . 
Rut he go od j11d 3ement and there fore did not 
tell every body ~bout it . For he kne w that it 
vonl n not do him any sooci so t o do, but would 
r os s ibly do h im much ha rm. It is never wise to 
tell your troubles to ere ry body . 
Th i s ma n believect that Jesns could heal 
him so he commi tt,ed himself nnrese rvedly to him . 
The words tha t this man used i mp ly two im-
·Jort ant thin3 s , tha t Jesus h a.d power to heal him 
and tha t he had t he pe rmis s ion to heal him • 
. ~1ay all of us reco Qni~e in Je sus the pow-
er an wil1in 0 11e s s to ma ke us clean, a nd sub-
mit our selves to him • 
• • • • • • • • • Amen •••••••• 
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Dec . 11 1 38 rJno . 19: 7 M 
Tl-JE .TE:JS .i-i.NS VERED HIM , \'/E H1\.VE 
Li-. \ , i-\l-T BY OTJR L V' HE OUGHT 
TO DIE , B:8CAUSE HE MADE HIMSELF 
TIB 80} OF GOD . 
Ye a r e told , t,hat knowled ge is powe r. 
But we are not told , that i[snorance is weak-
ne ss . lor a re we told , tha t knowled ge may p r ove 
to be ··veaknes s . 
In order to be power kno wled ge rnust have 
or der , s y s tem qnd t r.. e obs ervance o f the perfect 
law . Hence l{no wled c;e must ha ve organization , 
reg1lations a nd r ules whi c h she follows in the 
execution of her r, lans • . 
Kno wled ge neliberates , p lans and calcu-
lates . Know led 6e 11ses a n f rmy . I s no r ance uses 
a mob . Knowled Ge vorks qni tely out of si t.::,ht . 
I no r a nr,e is d emonstra tive and works in the 
open . 
Knoivle <l ge i s cq,ntious , l:.es i tating , wo r ks 
\'.' i th moderation . I unor a nce i s ear eless , impul-
s ive , intP-mperate , ex tr~va~ant. 
·,'le must ctecide to which class these peo-
ple \. 1ho ans we r ed .Jesnr.; in the worrl s of Ol r te x t , 
he1ong , r1hether to those v1 h o h1ave knowledge or 
to those who '3,re ignorant . 
ost ers ons accused of a capital c r ime 
have a counsel and all the money , that is need-
ed , place d a t their rl is ~os a l that they c~n J et . 
Ofttimes special counsel is br onght in to make 
sure tha t the a ccuse d i.s g iven Avery chance 
pos s ible to prove himself innocent. But J e ss 
had no coun::; 01 other than himself . i' nd not one 
,ent, on his part or on the par t of his fr iend s 
Da s spent in • his be fual f. 
Jesus , li lte Paul ,V!i.S Roman citizen 
a nd mi g ht hav~ ap ealert from the de · · 
• • ... , • ., ., • J c 1 s 1 on of 
Pi l ate to Cae s a r. Bu t this he knev would d o no 
~ood . he knew that from the f oundat ion oft' 
~orld it had be en decreed th th J ne 
, .. , a J e should c1ie 
• 
But . J esus d i d appeal to hi s Fathe r, i:d th 
··i ho r-i he an n t he Holy Spirit ar e associa ted in 
t he supreme court of the \·1orld . -~nd they d e cidea 
t o let t:-ie ,Jewi s h and Ro man law take their 
co urse · nd t1·t the y vould com lete the paln 
o r e emption o n the first Easter morning • 
• • • • • •• •••• Amen • ••••••••• 
Dec. 18 1 38 -------·--- __ Jno. 13 :30 _ M 
HE THEI HnVING RECEIVED Tl E 
,::>oP • f...,NT I !J.1EDIATELY OUT : AND 
IT WAS NIGHT • 
• 
For those who have been with Jesns 
during the day and h~ve hRd fellowship wi th 
him-hav e f ec1.s ted with him , night should be a 
blessed hel p f nl pe riod of r est and refreshing 
f or body mind and spirtt . 
But a ll rlepend s upoL 011r abil ity to 
recAiVP and retain. 
Th0 usA v,e r1akA of 011r ni hts dete r m-
ines in a l a r _:e measur e iVJ.H-~t our li f e shall be . 
, e may make p lans for constructivo service or 
~e may ] O 01t anrt ente r into al l kinds of de-
s tr11ctive activities . 
~e may ente r into fel lowship with the 
friends of Jes11s or we may form an allianc e 
~ ith his enimies . 
After ~e navA been in fellovship with 
Jesus and his people i.:: e may ~o on t and do the 
thin~s that will brinu honor , eacs anct glory , 
an0 sat i s faction , or we may enter i1 to activi-
ties tha.t bring d:Ls .. .:i r aco nisery, pain and d is-
sat isfac tion and snicide o 
But may we alW~JS remembe r wh· ti t means 
to scp rated fro1r1 lJe ns , whether in the day or 
in the night . Separ ated from Jesus exposes us 
to a ll ki nds of evil. 
r.:ay we alwr:1.ys valne association with 
,J0._.us and re a li ?,e t h~t it qnal~fies us for con-
s trt ctive se rvice in his vinyard. · 
•••••• .•• __ fl. men •••••••• 
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Dec . 18 1 38 Luke ? : 50 V 
i\I ) E S,~ID TO ThE ' JO Jf -~ , THY 
F ,J.ITH Hr1.TH SAVED THEE; GO IN 
~.., E1 .CE . 
Not al V;d.YR , as we deal vi th ot1r fellow-
men , d o we i:.ret, full vallle for onr f a ith . Ind8ed 
fe v men know ho w to reward f a ith. Too often as 
we deal wi.th men inst.eacl of onr faith being in-
creased it ' ~ iminished . fYld we find ourselves 
opprf s s ed ~nd hampered~ ~ears and doubts . 
But ~hoever de ls in terns of faith with 
Je.,us a l ways gets fnll va lue for hi s invest-
ment . The blinct has faith to a sk for sight , 
t.he lame for stren3th, the sinner for forg iv-
ne ss , n Jesus rewa rd s them a ll by g r anting 
11:ito theli thAir requests . nd their faith is 
increas ed . 
Fa i th tha t_ i s strong enough to deal with 
Je .sus i s never influenced by t.hA doubts and 
fears of men . · 
F a i th , re a J f a ith i .:i always a ccomp a nied (s..1 
hop<~ and courcJ.,ge .• The f a i th th ,. t s aves kno ws 
no fa r • 
. Fa ith i s vigilant and persevering . It 
overcomes d i f ficulties an removes obstanles . 
•s we deal with our fellow-~en we may 
ha ve an. :-b11nd nee of f a ith , but it does immune 
s fr o r:orry and anx iety . Even with 0L1r abun-
d - nt faith we are not a ltogether at ease ~hen 
we deal with our fello w-men. 
But when we deEt.l with Jestis we not only 
ge t full v lie for our faith, but we s e t peace 
a l s o . ·:1e le a ve him · i th no anxiety • 
. -:.a y · e ·V ho cons t it 11 t e t, he ch 11r <"! h be ab 1 e 
to say to t hose wno nome to t he nhurch to ren-
de r s ervice, Thy faith hath saved the e . Go in 
peace . 
• •••••••• Amen ••••• •• ••• 
